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ABSTRACT 
PAP provides a systematic approach to Parametric Analysis
 
of systems whose characteristics (dependent variables) are contin­
uous functions of the system parameters (independent variables).
 
It is designed to explore the parameter space of a system using as
 
few system evaluations as possible. This is achieved by:
 
1. 	Program design features which reduce the number
 
of approaches to the computer required to obtain
 
a given degree of coverage of the parameter space.
 
2. 	Algorithms specifically designed to minimize the
 
number of system evaluations.
 
3. 	Extensive use of interpolation and extrapQlation.
 




The approach taken by PAP is to apply n-2 (n is the
 
number .of system parameters) constraints to the parameter space­
for fixed values of the remaining two parameters. Determine
 
solutions to this nonlinear constraint problem and map the solu­
tions found to the points of a grid determined by the domains of
 
the two parameters previously fixed. This gives rise to a number
 
of functions of two variables defined at discrete points which
 
represent the behavior of the constrained system. PAP provides
 
an interpolation schefe to generate contours of these functions
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The nature of parametric analysis is exploratory.
 
A number of different systems must be studied to determine
 
the one most likely to accomplish the required goals. Each
 
system usually involves a number of parameters (independent
 
variables) which determine the characteristics (dependent
 
variables) of that system. Parametric analysis involves the
 
study of the various characteristics of a system as functions
 
of its parameters. By getting an overview of how the system

characteristics behave as the parameters vary over their
 
permissible values, the most promising systems can be selected
 
for more careful study. At the single system level, this
 
overview permits the determination of subsets of the permissible
 
values of the parameters for which the characteristics are
 




A few standard mathematical notions necessary for
 
the following discussion will be reviewed here. Standard
 
set notation is used, e.g., {x: 1 < x 21 is the set of
 
all real numbers between and including 1 and 2, alternately
 
denoted by [1,2]. The notation (a,b) is used to denote the 
ordered pair a,b. Let A and B be arbitrary sets, then AxB 
is defined to be the set {(a,b): asA, bsB}, where "e" means 
"is an element of". More generally, if DI, D2, ..., Dk are 
arbitrary sets, then D1 x D2 x...x Dk = {(dl, d2,..., dk): diDi, 
i=l,... ,k. Let D and R be arbitrary sets, the set
 
{(x,y): xsD, ysR} = F is a function if and only if (x,yl)sF
 
and (xy 2 )EF implies that yl=y 2 . D is called the domain of
 
the function and R its range. Note that D and R are arbitrary
 
sets; in particular, they may be sets of n and m dimensional
 
vectors respectively. In which case, the function associates
 
with each vector in D a unique vector in R.
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Parametric analysis is equivalent to the study of m
 
functions, c1 c2 ,... cm, (the system characteristics) of n
 
variables, p1 ' P2'...' Pn' (the system parameters). Using
 
'
 vector notation let C = (C1, C2,..., cm ) and P = (P1 1 P2 ''''' Pn )

then parametric analysis is the study of the function
 
{(P,C(P)): PsD} where D = D1 x D2 x...x Dn and D i is the domain
 
of Pi, i = 1, 2,..., n. D is called the parameter space of the
 
system. The objective of parametric analysis is to determine
 
regions of the parameter space in which the characteristics are
 
suitable. More precise simulation and/or more careful study
 
can then be used to narrow these regions even further. In the
 
final analysis, a single point of the parameter space will be
 
chosen which represents what is hoped to be the best system
 
for the required purpose.
 
Parametric analysis is often performed as follows: 
Suppose that n parameters are available, equality constraints 
are imposed on n-i of the characteristics (for convenience 
say Cl, c2,..., Cnl), i.e., for a fixed value of one of the 
parameters (say pl) P2 P'..., Pn are determined such that
 
ci = ki, i = 1, 2,..., n-l. This process is repeated for
 
different values of pl, until its domain is adequately covered.
 
Various variables are then plotted as functions of pl. This
 
memorandum describes a method of parametric analysis (and the
 
computer program which implements it) which substantially
 




PAP uses a general technique for parametric analysis

that is independent of, but easily adaptable to, particular
 
studies. A number of procedures (PROC's) supplied by the user
 
adapt PAP to the user's application. The system under study
 
must be simulated by a number of user supplied subroutines.
 
These subroutines and procedures are defined in detail later.
 
Consider a system described by the characteristics
 
C = (cl, c2,..., Cm) which are continuous functions of the
 
parameters P = (PI' P2,.' p). Let the interval Di = [ai,b i]
 
be the domain of pi, i = 1, 2, ..., n. Suppose that for each
 
Pi' a Api is given which divides the interval [ai,bi] into an
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integral number of subintervals, i.e., (bi-ai)/Api=qi is an
 
integer, i = 1, 2,..., n. Define the sets Qi = {vj:
 
v. = ai+(J-l)Api, j = 1, 2,..., qi+l}, i = 1, 2,..., n. PAP
 
provides four major functions and an interface capability:
 
1. 	For a fixed point of D1 x D2, an attempt is made
 
to find all points of D3 x D4 x...x Dn for which
 
n-2 of the characteristics have specified values,
 
i.e., for which ci = ki, i = 1, 2,..., n-2. This
 
offers a number of advantages over the practice of
 
making one attempt per run to find one solution:
 
a. 	Potentially all solutions will be found.
 
b. 	When none are found, it is strong evidence
 
that no solutions exist for the given
 




c. 	Given that complete coverage of the parameter
 
space is required, the method provided tends
 




2. Consider the diagram below, D1 x D2 is represented
 
-by the rectangle; Q1 X Q2 is represented by the 
*'s; and the fixed point (Pl' P2) is represented 
by x. An attempt is made to map each solution found
 
at (PI' P2) to all points of Q1 x Q2' This means
 
that each solution found for the fixed point 
(Pl' P2 )sD1 x D2 is used as the initial value in 
the iterative attempt to determine the corresponding 
solution at some or all of its four nearest neighbors 
in Q1 x Q2" 
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The 	solutions found at the four points of Q1 x Q2
 
are used to determine the solutions at their
 
neighbors in Q1 x Q2. The resulting solutions
 
are 	then used in a similar manner. This is con­
tinued until the solutions have been established
 
for 	all points of Q1 x Q2 or until failure to
 
converge exhausts the untried neighbors. Given
 
the 	initial solutions, this technique finds the
 




3. For the points of Q1 x Q2 for which solutions are
 
found, the remaining characteristics are computed
 
and saved. This results in P3 ' P4V.... Pn' Cn-l'
 
cn, 	cn+l... , c for each solution being expressed
 
as a function of p1 and P2 defined over Q, x Q2"
 
4. 	An interface is provided for programs doing additional
 
analysis and/or computations using the arrays of
 
system characteristics as input.
 
5. 	A contour plotting capability is provided to plot the
 
functions of two variables described in 3. It uses
 
interpolation to approximate these functions over
 
D1 x D The methods used allow for the possibility
 
that a particular solution is not determined for every
 
point of Q1 x Q2* In this case contours can be
A 
plotted over whatever subregions the available points





The methods used to perform the functions described
 
above are as follows:
 
1. 	For convenience define fi = ci - ki i = 1, 2,..., n-2
 




i = 1, 2,..., n-2. LetU= f. and note that U = 0
i=l 1
 
if and only if F=Q. In order to find solutions, the
 
Secant Method [1] for solving systems on nonlinear
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functions is used in conjunction with a search
 
strategy* designed to minimize the number of
 




a. Compute and save the value of U for 
each point of Q3 x Q4 x...X Qn" 
b. Find the smallest U not yet tried and 
use the corresponding point as the 
initial point for the Secant Method. 
c. If the method converges to a new solu­
tion, save it; if the method moves 
toward a solution previously found, 
stop iterating; if the method fails to 
converge, record the number of successive 
failures. 
d. Repeat steps b and c until the number of 
successive failures is greater than 10% 
of the number of points as yet untried.
 
A second search'method (Total Domain Search Method)
 
is available which starts the Secant Method at
 
every point of Q3 x Q4 x...x Qn" This method is a
 
forerunner of the above method and is considerably
 
less efficient in terms of system evaluations. It
 
remains in the program in case all else fails or
 
as a basis for comparison. Provisions are made for
 
other search and iterative techniques that may be
 




2. 	Solution mapping [2] is used to map each initial
 
solution found to as many points of Q1 x Q2 as
 
possible. This is a technique whereby the extra­
polation of the solutions found at two adjacent
 
points is used as an initial guess for an iterative
 
procedure in an effort to converge to solutions for
 
the 	points on either side of the adjacent set. In
 
the 	absence of adjacent sets, solutions at the four
 
neighboring points are used as initial guesses.
 
*Referred to hereafter as "Optimum Domain Search" method.
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3. 	For each grid* point (Pl' P2) and the corresponding
 
'
solutions (P3 1 P 4 '.''' Pn ) the system characteristics
 
,are computed and stored.
 
4. 	To perform functions special to a particular applica­




5. 	The set of grid points* for which a solution is
 
found and the corresponding non-grid parameter and
 
characteristics represent a number of functions of
 
two variables. Two-directional parabolic interpola­
tion is used in a scheme using nine grid points at a
 
time to find the contours of the specified functions.
 
If less than nine points are available, various combina­
tions of parabolic and linear interpolation are used
 
as the number of available grid points permits.





A number of features of the program that make it
 
flexible and easy to use are:
 
1. 	The program structure provides for additional search
 
methods and different methods for solving systems of
 
'nonlinear equations. Also, given the appropriate
 
search and iterative methods, a more general problem
 
may be studied using the program: Let H be a continuous
 
function of P. For a given point of D x D2 , find the
 
points of D3 x D4 x ...x Dn such that F(P) = 0 and H(P)
 
is optimum. This problem requires that
 
0 S r < n - 2 where r is the number of equality con­
straints(r=O means no equality constraints are imposed).
 
2. It is possible to stop the program after any of the
 
five major functions have been performed, saving the
 
data necessary to restart the program at this point.
 
*The "set of grid points" or "the grid" means the set
 
Q1 x Q2 '
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3. A number of different grids and the corresponding
 




4. 	It is possible for the user to specify most of the
 
input variable names. This makes it possible for
 
him to select a set of input variables that are
 
natural to his application and it could reduce the
 




The 	user must supply a number of procedures (PROC's)
 
and subroutines which simulate the system under study and
 
perform various I/O functions. When the procedures have been
 
written as specified below, the main program, PAP, and sub­
routine RPD, must be compiled with the PDP element containing

these PROC's. This creates relocatables for PAP and RPD which
 
are particular to the application at hand. These relocatables,
 
the relocatables for the other PAP subroutines, and the
 
relocatables for the user's subroutines can then be collected
 
into an absolute element and executed. The size of the program

requires overlays, the modularity of the program makes this
 




Description of User Supplied PROC's
 
The user may not need to make use of all the PROC's
 
defined below; however, as PAP references each PROC name, at
 
least a blank PROC by that name must Pe'provided.
 
All 	but one of the Users PROC's are included (by a
 
FORTRAN V Include statement)** in the main program PAP. These
 
are 	discussed in the order they are included.
 
The first two PROC's contain documentation only. They
 
are included at appropriate places to make the introductory
 
commentary complete. Their suggested use is as follows:
 
RUNDOC 	 contains the names and definitions of
 
the input variables in namelist RUNDAT
 




*See [6] for an example of a use of this feature.
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SAVDOC 	 contains the names and definitions of
 
the input variables in namelist SAVDAT
 




The next procedure provides the means of communica­
tion between PAP and the user's subroutines.
 
KOMUSE 	 contains labeled common USE or other labeled
 
commons not used by PAP and its subroutines.
 
The next two PROC's specify two namelists which are
 
to be used as the means of defining all of the control variables
 
required by the simulator and PAP except for the plot control
 
variables which are read by namelist PLTDAT specified in PAP.
 
The variables required by PAP are defined in Tables I and 2.
 
Variables KON, IUNIT, ICHSA, and NFR must appear explicitly in­
namelist RUNDAT. The other variables in Tables 1 and 2 may
 
appear in either namelist RUNDAT or SAVDAT or they may be
 
defined in SIMDFN (a PROC defined below) using variables read
 
by these two namelists. The PROC's specifying namelists RUNDAT
 
and SAVDAT are defined as follows:
 
RUNNL 	 contains namelist RUNDAT which is used
 
to read those input variables relevant
 
to the current run only.
 
SAVNL 	 contains namelist SAVDAT which is used
 
to read all input variables that may be
 
needed in case of restart. These include
 
the variables that control the simulation,
 
analysis, and define the constraints.
 




The next PROC is included before any executable
 
statements. It may be used to initialize variables at the
 
beginning of a run, or to read in a data base. It may also
 
be used to set the values of various inputs that are not often
 
changed. These inputs can be changed when necessary by the
 




INITIL 	 contains the FORTRAN code that initializes
 




The next PROC is included after namelist RUNDAT,
 
SAVDAT, and PLTDAT have been read. It may be used to derive
 
from the variables read by namelists RUNDAT and SAVDAT the
 
specific variables required by the simulation and PAP. If
 
all of the control variables are defined in the namelists in
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just the form required by PAP and the simulation, this procedure
 
can be left empty. However, it is generally useful to choose
 
the input variables in a way that make their functions easy to
 
remember and the specification of a data case as simple as
 
possible, letting the computer translate them to the exact form
 
required by the program.
 




The last PROC is included in subroutine RPD which reads
 
namelist SAVDAT from the logical unit specified in its argument
 
list. None of the information read is passed to other parts of
 
the program. The need for this subroutine arises when plot data
 
is to be read from more than one logical unit. Namelist SAVDAT
 
is at the beginning of all these data files but only one reading
 
of the namelist is requiredby the program. Subroutine RPD
 
is called to read pass namelist SAVDAT. The PROC required by
 
RPD is defined as follows: 
RPDDS contains a dimension statement for all 
variables in namelist SAVDAT. The 
dimension and size of each array must 
correspond to its dimension and size 
in PAP. This dimension statement may 
use the parameter statement found in 
the PROC PARSTA (see Appendix C for 
PARSTA listing). 
Description of User Supplied Subroutines
 
/ 
Let CS be the vector of differences between the
 
constraint functions and their desired (target) values.* A
 
subroutine must be provided which computes CS as a function
 
of the given values of the parameters,P. The subroutine's
 




A subroutine must be provided which computes the
 
characteristics, C, of the system for given values of the
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may be used as an interface for other subroutines that perform
 




Appendix B provides listings for the procedures and
 




The five major functions of PAP are performed
 
respectively, by the five subroutines: INISOL, FILGRD, COMCHA,
 
AUXPRO, and PLTCON. Each of these subroutines, except INISOL,
 
requires data generated by some one of the other subroutines.
 
The data generated by a call to one of the five major subroutines
 
is called a data set for that subroutine. In order to start the
 
program at any subroutine, other than INISOL, the necessary data
 
set must have been generated and saved. Data sets for up to
 
three calls each to INISOL, FILGRD, and COMCHA and two calls
 
to AUXPRO can be saved during any execution of PAP. These data
 
sets can subsequently be made availabie to the appropriate sub­
routines for further processing later in the same execution or
 




Subroutine Logical Units 
INISOL 8, 9, 10 
FILGRD 11, 12, 13 
COMCHA 14, 15, 16 
AUXPRO 17, 18 
Figure 1 is a functional flowchart of PAP showing
 
all of the possible paths through the program. Taking one of
 
these paths is said to be a pass. A pass during which the
 
data set from a particular major subroutine is saved is called
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a save pass for that subroutine. A single pass may be a save
 
pass for more than one major subroutine. Any number of passes
 
may be made during any execution as long as the number of save
 
passes does not exceed the limits stated earlier, i.e., three
 




The functional blocks of Figure 1 are numbered 1
 
through 5. The return to the beginning of the program is
 
numbered 6 and EXIT is numbered 7. These numbers are used to
 
define the sequence of subroutine calls during the course of
 




Figure 2 shows how data cases are read. If a pass
 
begins at INISOL, namelists RUNDAT and SAVDAT are read from
 
cards in that order. If a pass begins at any other point,
 
RUNDAT is read from cards, SAVDAT is then read from IUNIT (an
 
input variable), and finally at the option of the user, SAVDAT
 
may be reread from cards. This feature gives the user the
 
ability to stop a pass after any subroutine, save the necessary
 
data set (namelist SAVDAT will be saved also), and studying the
 
results before deciding whether or not to continue. If it is
 
decided to continue, the data in namelist SAVDAT may be used as
 
it was stored, or it may be altered by reading SAVDAT from cards
 




Definition of PAP Input Variables
 
The names and descriptions 2 f all input variables
 
required by PAP are given in Tables 1, 2, and 3. Tables 1
 
and 2 contain all the PAP input variables that must be defined
 
by means of namelists RUNDAT and SAVDAT. These two namelists
 
must be specified by the user in PROC's, RUNNL and SAVNL. The
 
variables KON, IUNIT, ICHSA, and NFR must appear explicitly in
 
namelist RUNDAT. The remaining variables described in Tables 1
 
and 2 may appear in either namelist explicity or- they may
 
be defined by user supplied FORTRAN code in PROC's INITIAL or
 
SIMDFN. If some of the inputs to PAP do not change for a
 
particular application., then they may be set once and for all
 
in PROC INITIL. Those variables that change from run to run
 
and therefore depend on the input variables read by namelists
 
RUNDAT and SAVDAT may be defined by user supplied FORTRAN code
 
in the PROC SIMDFN. Input variables required to define and
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Variables defined by means of namelist RUNDAT
 
should pertain to the bookkeeping details of the run. Table 1
 
gives the PAP input variables usually defined by means of this
 
namelist. Namelist SAVDAT is saved each time a data set is
 
saved. It should contain the variables which define the type
 
of simulation being done, the constraints being satisfied,
 
and the number and bounds of the parameters. It should also
 
contain any other variables that may be needed to identify
 
the data or to restart the program later.
 
Namelist PLTDAT is specified in PAP and contains
 
the variables required to define a single frame that is to
 
be plotted. It is read NFR times in sequence storing the
 
information so that it is related to the particular frame
 
being defined. None of the input variables are distributed,
 
therefore, a subsequent namelist PLTDAT need only contain
 




Name Type/Size Description 
KON INT/8 Control sequence indicator. 
KON(J) = I (I < I < 5) causes 
subroutine I* to be called Jth 
in the sequence. 
KON(J) = 6* returns control to 
the beginning of the program. 
KON(J) > 7* causes normal 
terminaTion of the execution. 
IUNIT INT/ Initial data unit. Defines 
the logical unit from which 
SAVDAT and the appropriate 
data set are read if the 
program is to be stated at 
a point other than INISOL, 
i.e., if KON(l) > 1. 
ICHSA INT/ Data change indicator. If 
ICHSA = 1 and KON(l) > 1, 
namelist SAVDAT is read from 
logical unit 5 after it is 
read from logical unit IUNIT. 
If ICHSA 3 1 and KON(1) > 1, 
SAVDAT is read from IUNIT only. 
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TABLE 1 (cond.)
 
Name Type/Size 	 Description
 
NFR INT/ 	 Number of frames to be plotted.
 




NFl4 Plot data file flags. Plot
 
NF15 data is to be read from the
 
NF16 INT/ logical unit indicated by
 
NF17 the numerical suffix of the
 
NFl8 variable name when that
 
variable is set to 1. If only
 
one logical unit is being used,
 
these variables may be ignored.
 
ISAI- Data set save flags. These
 
ISAF INT/ flags when set to 1 cause the
 
ISAC data set of the subroutine
 
ISAA whose initial is the same as
 
the last letter of the variable
 
name to be saved.
 
IPRI INT/ 	 INISOL print flag. The
 
solutions found are always
 
printed. If IPRI = 1, the
 
search progress is also printed.
 
IPRF INT/ 	 FILGRD print flag. A display
 
of the grid points for which
 




converging is always printed.
 
If IPRF = 1, solution mapping
 
progress is printed also.
 
IPRC INT/ 	 COMCHA print flag.
 
= 0, no results printed.
 
= K, (K > 1) subrouting PRTCHA
 
is called at the corner points
 
of the grid and at points
 
of the grid defined by the
 
intersections of the Kth,
 
2Kth, 3Kth,..., grid lines.
 













> 1, frame summary table, 
drum storage information,
 
and function arrays printed.
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TABLE 2
 
Name Type/Size 	 Description
 












DELP REA/10 	 Step size for the parameters.
 
DELP(l) and DELP(2) determine the
 
grid mesh. DELP(3), DELP(4),...,
 




P2I REA/ 	 The value of P(l) while the para­
meter space of P(3), P(4),...,
 
P(NP) is being searched.
 A (1)' : PlI s B (1) . 
P21 REA/ 	 The value of P(2) while the para­
meter space of P(3), P(4),..., 
P(NP) is being searched. 
A(2) < P21 s B(2). 
NCS INT/ 	 The number of equality constraints 
to be satisfied, NCS = NP-2*. 
EPS REA/8 	 The maximum acceptable differences
 
between the constraint functions
 
and their target functions.
 
ism INT/ 	 To use the Optimum Domain Search,
 
set ISM=3. To use the Total Domain
 
Search, set ISM=l. Provisions are
 
made for three other techniques
 
that may be required by future
 
users. For these, use ISM=2, 4, or 5.
 
*At present this variable is superfluous. However, if 
optimization subject to equality constraints is implemented, it 
can be used as follows: 0 NCS < NP-2, where NCS=O implies 
optimization only; NCS=NP-2 implies equality constraints only; 
and, 0 < NCS < NP-2 implies optimization subject to NCS equality 
constraints. 
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TABLE 2 (cond.) 
Name Type/Size Description 
ICM INT/ Iterative procedure selector. 
= 3, the secant method is used 
(subroutine CONV3). Profisions 
are made for four other methods 
which may be required by future 
applications. For these, use 
ICM = 1, 2, 4, or 5. 
NSG INT/ Number of initial solutions to 
be mapped. NSG s 5. 
ISGR INT/5 If the Ith grid is to be mapped 
using the Jth solution as a 
-starting point, set ISGR(1) = J. 
This grid will be identified by 
the number of the solution from 
which it is mapped. 
NCG INT/ The number of grids for which 
characteristics are to be computed. 
ICCH INT/5 If the Ith set of characteristics 
to be comput&d uses the grid mapped 
from the Jth solution, set 
ICCH(I) = J. Note that the Jth 
solution must have been mapped. 
NC Number of characteristics computed 
for each grid point. 


































= 0, off-line plots only.
 
= 1, printer plots only.
 
= 2, both types.
 
48 character frame title.
 
48 character abscissa label.
 
48 character ordinate label.
 
Not used at present.
 






















IUN(J) = I means that the Jth
 
function of this frame is to
 
be read from logical unit I.
 
Solution numbers. ISO(J) = I 
means that the Jth function of
 




*The remaining variables in this table require a value
 

































Variable numbers. IVA(J) = I 
means that the Jth function of
 






the first independent variables.
 














= 0, constant function contours.
 










= 0, P(1)/P(2), P(2)/F, or 
P(1)/F is the abscissa/ordinate.
 
= 1, the reverse is true.
 












Indices of the initial contours
 
(used when ICD=l or 2).
 
Indices of the final contours
 
(used when ICD=l or 2).
 








It should be pointed out and emphasized that PAP
 
does not require that the system under study be represented
 
by a set of closed form equations. On the contrary, the
 
most valuable applications of PAP are those which require
 
considerable effort to compute the system characteristics
 
and constraints, e.g., see Reference [6]. However, to test
 
and to illustrate the use of PAP, a contrived system which
 
is represented by a set of closed form equations was chosen.
 
This avoids the needless confusion introduced by a complicated
 
simulation and allows full attention to be given to the method.
 
"
To simplify notation let (u,v,w,x,y,z) = (P' P2,..., P6) 
Consider the system described by the following characteristics: 
wxe (yz+uv)c = 
c 2 = 10wxsin(yz+uv) 
2 
c3 = wy + 5xz + uv
 
c4 = l0wxyz - uv
 
2 v222 2 2
 





f = - 9.093
c2 

f2 = - 7.0c 3 
f3 = c4 - 9.0 
f4 = c5 - 4.0 
Let the interval domains of the parameters be [0,1.4], [0,1.4],
 
[.75, 1.25], [.75, 1.25], [.75, 1.25], and [.75, 1.25]; and let
 
Api = (.2, .2, .25, .25, .25, .25).
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With p1 = 1. and P2 = .75, D3 x D4 x ... x D6 was 
searched. Two solutions were found and mapped to as many
 
points of Q1 x Q2 as possible. Appendix A contains selected
 
pales of the output and a number of the resulting plots.





















The introductory commentary contained in these subroutines
 
describes their functions (see Purpose) as related to the
 
overall program. Subroutines PLTCON and FRMPLT are slight
 
variations of those documented by [3, 4, 5]. The subroutines
 
they reference are unchanged and are described in the above
 
references. Two other subroutines are referenced - OCLOCK
 




When executing the test case, the following overlay
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Test Case Output and Plots
 
- A-I -
SIANLARD 4-L PAP TEST DATE 122369 PAG 3 
A'0 f 
; ,U =1 ,; r,,,F;=, 
CMlI l. APL-I 
sW --,[C--5, 
l,C,2,,=2 I GR-I ZICCII:I1,2, 
A=t.04*.7b, 






TVz9.U', 9. 11. ,0. , 
FrLT=t P(,) OF SOLUTION I , 
1052,ALAU=' P(I) ',OLAR='
A4A=1 .4,0,AnI .4,NFUn1, IUJZ26,I5Oz1,IVAz1, 
PJ. t• I P- 1t!=. 01. CM. 5, CMA °9 C 1I=. O5 . 
SE~i 
FrLT=' P) OF SOLUTION 1 w 
IVA: ,CiI:I•, CMA:2.5,CINr. 2, 
SENDI 
FTL1--' -'(5) OF SOLUTION 1 , 
P(2) 
hELD 
FILr=, P(6) OF SOLUTION 1 t, 
FTLr'T C(1) OF SOLUTION I 
VAb),CHI=2.,CMA-d.,CIN=., 
SEND 
*T*'*CALL ItOISOL AT TIM4E 3:24±L 545*** 




.10000O000+01 .7590U)000+00 .756568.46+00 
.100001)00+01 .75000000fI00 .11190744-+01 







• ***CALL FIL6RO AT TIME 13:2527.253.4** 
*****4AP SOLUlION NO. 1*** 
*****PEICENFAGE OF POINTS CONVERulFNG = 
4**t*P4CETAGE OF POINTS CONVENGIIIr, = 51.56' *** 
- A-2-
SIAbuANU 4-b Pl' TLSI DATE 122369 PAGE 4 
0.00 0.2)0-0 5.600-0t 8.O00-ol 1.120+00 1.400+00 
].On-ul 4.200-n 7.000-01 9.800-01 1.260+n0 
L).(O[ U( * . .. ....... . ... . ... ....... .. .... . o .... .. . . . . . .. . ... ... . ... ..
 
2. 0 0 .. . . . . . . . . .... .. . . . . . . . ... . . ... . . .. . .. . .  .. . .. .. 
........................................ ............. .......................... .. ...... ........
 
1 
POI*TS FOF OUCH SOLUTIONS ?FRE OUID - P1 VERTICAL AXT,, P2 HORIZONTAL AXIS, PECE TAGE 51 B.63 
- A-3 -
StAt4,ARD f-C. PAP' T-Si DATE 122369 PAGE e 
i-t L I. 'LOI UP. 1., "'AX nVINl OMAX 
UIYI I SOL.:i0. VAR.HO. 'XY OP. DELPI DELP2 CMIN CMAX CDEL IVS IS LS INC 
1 2 .0 1.4 .0 1.4 
26 1 1 0 .01 .01 .50 .90 .05 0 0 0 0 
- 2 ,0 1.4 .0 1.4 
26 1 2 0 .01 .01 1.00 2.50 .20 0 0 0 0 
.0 1.4 .0 1.4 
26 1 3 0 .01 .01 .90 1.60 .10 0 0 0 0 
4 2 .0 1.4 .0 1.4 
26 1 4 0 .01 .01 .40 1.10 .I0 0 0 0 0 
2 .0 1.4 .0 1.4 
26 1 5 0 .01 .01 2.00 8.00 1.00 0 0 0 0 
STANLARD 4-0 PAP TLS1. DATE 122360 PAGE 1O_ 
FUNsCTIONl ARRAY I FROA UNIT 26 SOLUTION 1 AND VARIABLE 1 
[S'1. 8 11P2 S 
Ii(.) .OUOOnOUO .200d(1002+00l .40000000+00 .60000000+00 .80000000+00 .1000000+01 .120000no+oj .14000000+01 
P2(.) "= .00000000 .20000002+00 .4nOOO0 00 .60000000+00 .80000000+00 .10000000+01 .12000000+01 .14000600+01 
F( 1,.) r .00001000 .00000000 .OnOOO000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
F(4,.) .0000oo0o .640,Io120+00 .57353177+00 .96043664+00 .36872883+00 .59407602+00 .64463036+00 .82982851+00 
F( a,.) .00000000 .57353178+00 .51587185+00 .5553;592+00 .58195781+00 .62631900+00 .70664830+00 .00000000 
F(,.)4 .00000000 .5b04&349+f)0 .55534592400 .58141367+00 .62483601+00 .68996587F00 .81553596+00 .00000000 
C 5,.) .00000000 .51872645400 .5p195775+00 .62483587+00 .68842107+00 .78383573+00 .00000000 .00000000 
F( t),.) = .OOuOOOOO .5940771q+09 .62632402+00 .689"U67+t)0 .78385219+00 .99851991+00 .0000000 .00000000 
P 7,.) = .000()0000 .644u6153S09 .7P664390+00 .Ft55431700 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
FC I,.) .00000000 .261560011 .0000000 .10000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 .00000000 
*****CALL TO IGoRID FO I,rERPOLATION*4t *t 
-A-5 -
STANDARD 14-D PAP TEST DATE 122369 PAGE 1 
0.o000?.OO 5.600-ni 8.400-01 1.120+On 1.400+0fl 
1.1100-01 4.200-at 7.000-01 q.S00-01 1.260+00 
.. .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 
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C TITLE CONSTR - COMPUTE CONSTRAINTS 
C AUTHOR P.F. LONG
 




C PURPOSE TO COMPUTE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE FUNCTIONS AT P AND 
.---- G-----------THEARGET--VALUES ....... 
C 
-C--CALL---- -CALL--CONSTR (P rCS)----- -
C 
-- C-INPUT - -- BY--ARGUMENT -LIST---
C 
------- ----- P---- NDEPENDENT VARIABLES(PARAMETERS) 
C 
- -T..C-	 USEHROUGH COMMON 
C
 
C--------... ----.. INP--..-....IUMBER OF PARAMETER9 . ... . .
-- . 
C INC NUMBER OF CONSTRAIMTS 
---- 0-- -- OP ......ni-,--IF-OPTIMIZING 
C TV(I) TARGET VALUE OF ITH CONSTRAINT FUNCTION 
--C -IFS'-I)---NUMBER OF--THE---ITH CONSTRAINT-FUNCTION-
C 
­
.. C-OUTPUT".--- C-S ----- VALUE OF-THE DIFFERENCES .......
 
C 




C SPECIFICATION STATEMENTS 
....C --------.-.-......... --- ------.. .......... ... ... 	 . . ..-. . . .












C COMAMON USE PROVIDES AN INTERFACE BETWEEN ALL USER SUBROUTINES 











-----C -- -PEI, V W X Y - ------











COMPUTE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE FUNCTION AND TARGET VALUE
 C 
SDO 10 d=lIH.c 
ICO-=IFS(J) 
.....--.... . GO TO (30r40t50,60;70),ICOH .. ..... 
30 CS(J)FI(UPVWXrYrZ)-TV(J) 















....100 ... _ ----CONTINUE .. . . .._ . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . 
NSE=NSE+1 
.... .... ........ .... . ... RETURN
EN4D . . . . . . . . . . . . 
- - .- ---- ------ J.. ---












_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
TO COM-PUTE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF 
SE-T-O-\tALU2ES-OF-ThE4 
-­PARAmET-R-S 




_ _ _ _ 
_ 
A GIVEN 
_ _ _ _ 




B-Y- ARSG E:EM-T-L-SzT 
---
C 








F2iL ,& LXjX,7) 10.-t XtE -t*7+UN *V) ___________________ 
P't(U,V tX.Y,Z)210 .*"J*>(*Y*Z-U*v 
V=P(2) 
X=P(It) 
C CON-,,PUTE THE CHARACTEISTICS 
________- ~-
CCZ)1 Fi2-U'2 tvWo X.Y rZ-) 
C (3)=zF3 ([JIV,~qtX, YpZ) 
C-(-14-)-rR-4 -(u r V-p-w-1 -X,.X.tS.) 
C(5) =5(Ut Vt WiX.vYrZ) 
RE-T-UlRN 
END 
- __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
B-4 -
C TITLE PRTCHA-PRINT CHARACTERISTICS 








.CCA1 .I C ALLRRCUA!v.CL(-P-LrC__) 
_ 
C 
-­ ___C2LTU TL!.1f O~G _A LLLIS 
C 
P LVECTR-f _EPJARANETERS 
C C VEcToR OF CHARACTERISTICS 
C OUTPUT PRINTER 
---- C-

C SAME AS INPUT 
C 
C SUBROUTINE STATEMENT 
SUBROUTINE PRTCHA(PC) 
C SPEClEICATIO, STATEMENTS 
DIMENSION P(1),C(1)
 
_COO LL/U.S_ tP r IjCTp . ( .5)rTV(5)
 







1_&0 F-OR LAAJZ-(- H 0_ tt.'__L.--S El E.,, g/6 X.rR_El 5. 8.______________ 




--PLTCON - P 
- PAP2*APR26.PAPUSEPPAPUSE ...
 




C NAMELIST RUNDAT - THESE VARIABLES ARE RELEVANT TO THE RUN BEING 
- - C ------- MADE AND ARE-NQT- SAVED ON THE SAVE FILES -.............. 
C 
.... ... ... . . . . N M E L S T / R u;N D A TZ K O N , I S N', I C Mr I SA I i IS AF r I S AC ' IISA A #I P R I . .. . .. .. . 
IPRFIPRCrIPRAPIPRPIUNITNFRP ICHSAt.NF14,NF15,NF16# 
------------NF17,NF!8 . .............. ... ... . . .. .
 . ...- . .. .... ..... ... 
END 
.--. SAVNL . . . .PRO C . . . .. . . . . .... . .. .. ... . ... .... ..C 
C NAMELIST SAVOAT - THESE VARIABLES DEFINE THE SIMULATOR AND THE 
C ANALYSIS PERFORrED. THIS NpJELIST IS SAVED ON ALL SAVE FILES.
 
NANELIST/SAVDAT/NP,'i-C' A Bt DrLPr P1I tP2I NCS,EPSt 




.pROC .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 
C . . .- NAMELIST RUNIDAT ...... . . .. .. . .. 
C 
C -_NAME _TYPE/SIZE_ 'DEFINITION 
C_... ....... ON . INT/8 ...... FUNCTION SEOUENCE INDICATOR, . " . 
C ISM INT/ SEARCH METHOD SELECTOR 
- C .ICM INT/ ....... ITERATIVE METHOD SELECTOR 
C ISAI INT/ FLAG,=1 SAVE INISOL OUTPUT 
. C ....... ISAF . INT/ .....- FLAGr=1 SAVE FILGRD OUTPUT .. 
C ISAC INT/ FLAGP=I SAVE COMCHA OUTPUT 
--- C-......... ISAA .- INlT/. FLAGP1 SAVE AUXPRO OUTPUT.-. ........ 
C IPRI INT/ PRINT LEVEL CONTROL FOR INISOL 
C .... IPRF INT/ PRINT LEVEL CONTROL FOR FILGRD 
C IPRC INT/ PRINT LEVEL CONTROL FOR COMCHA 
C------.-. IPRA INT/ . PRINT LEVEL CONTROL FOR AUXPRO 
C IPRP IHT/ PRINT LEVEL CONTROL FOR PLTCON 
C IUNIT .INT/ FILE FROM WHICHI SAVDAT IS READ 
C NFR INT/ NUMBER OF FRAMES TO BE PLOTTED 
C ICHSA IlT/ FLA6,=1 AFTER READING SAVDAT FROM 
C IUNITpREAD (5rSAVDAT) 
c- ..........NFlq .. INT/ - - FLAGtnl READ PAST SAVDAT ON UNIT 14 
C NF15 INT/ FLAG,=1 READ PAST SAVDAT ON UNIT 15 
C ..-- F16 INT/ .....- FLAGt=I READ PAST SAVDAT ON UNIT 16 
C NF17 INT/ FLAGD= READ PAST SAVDAT ON UNIT 17 










...- C . . . . .. NAME..._....TYPE/SIZE DEFINITION ..- - - - - - - - --.. .. .. . .. 
C 




.- -----NC __. INT/ - NUMSER. OF SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS -. . 
C 	 A REA/MP* LOWER BOUNDS FOR PARAMETERS 
C . B . REA/MP* UPPER ROUNDS FOR PARAMETERS 
C DELP REa/MP* STEP SIZE FOR PARAMETERS 
C-------C. .Ru -. --- REA/. --. INITIAL VALUE OF GRID PARAMETER.1-- .. 
C -P21 -REA/ INITIAL VALUE OF GRID PARAMETER 2 
. C..... NCS INT/-..... .NU ER OF EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS.. ....

C 	 NTS INT/ =NCS+l IF OPTIMIZING,=NCS OTHERWISE
 
C------- - EPS.....INT/.,4C* -- TOLERANCE ON CONSTRAINTS -... 
C 	 NSG INT/ NUMBER OF SOLUTIONS TO BE DEVELOPED
 
...C 	 IR. _INT/MG. ...... 6I.SGR(I)=JJTH SOLUTIONUSED TQ.__ 
C 	 START THE ITH GRID 
-C 	 NT -,-NCG.NUMBER OF GRIDS FOR WHICH . 
C 	 CHARACTERISTICS ARE TO BE COMPUTED
 
C-CCH 	 . INTH... ICCH(I)=JtUSE THE GRID DEVELOPED FROM
 
C THE JTH SOLUTION TO COMPUTE THE ITH 
----- C - - - - _ CHARACTERISTIC SET- ..... .... .. . . . ... 




C 	 TV REA/5 TARGET VALUE FOR THE FUNCTIONS
 
C 	 . SEE PARAMETER STATEMENT FOR NUMERICAL VALUE 
..KOMUSE ... ... .PROC . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . ... . . . . . . ... . .. . . .. . ..-. .
C 
.... COMON_UsE PROVJES AL INTERFACE_ BETWEEN ALL USER.SUBROTINES... 
C AND PAP 
_C_ 
...... .EN .. . ... 
COViMON/USE/INPv INCr IOPv IFS(5); TV(5)tNSE 





_..SIMDFN .---. PROC 
C 
C .DEFINE SIM ULATOR ...... .. . . .... . ... .. ... . . 
C 




RPDDS 	 pROC 










APRD 4-0 PAP TEST D 
4PR26.PAP
 
E-VE-L ... . -3 
C TITLE PAP - PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
C AUTHOR PF. LONG 
C DATE 4-3-66 
C PURPOSE COHSIdER A SYSTEM WHOSE CHARACTERISTICS ARE CONTINUOUS 
AP-C- -FUNC-T--ONS- OF-THE--PARAME-TE-RS-P-( I) rP (2)-, .-i-rP (NPP.-P 
C DIRECfS CONTROL TO SU6ROUTINES INISOL, FILGRDu COMCHA; 




C 1. THE PARAMETEQ SPACE FORMED BY HOLDING P(1) AND P(2)
 




C 2, AN ATTEMPT Is MADE TO MAP THE SOLUTIONS FOUND TO
 










-- -- 4. -AN- N-TERF.ACE--I-S-- O.V-LDE---F-OR--P-ROGRAMS .QO-T.NG-

C ADDITIONAL COMPUTATION BASED ON THE GRIDS DEVELOPED.
 
-C--
C S. CONTOUR PLOTS OF THE CHARACTERISTICS ANID THE
 




... C-MET-HOD-- I NPU.T-S -ARE- READ-WHICHO-DEFI NE.-THE--S IMULATI-ON .AHD ANALYSES- -.....
 
C TO BE PERFORMED. THE REOUIRED SUBSEQUENCE OF THE MAJOR
 




--- INCLUDE--SAVDOC p-L-TST--C 




-C-- -I-OS -INT-/ PL-T-T-I-i'G-- P-T-I-O N-SELEC-TO0RF
 
C =Or OFF-LINE PLOTS ONLY
 
--- C- =---PR-I-NTER- PL-O-T5-- ONLY--

C =2, BOTH TYPES
 
-- Cr-- -F-T-..HO.-/Y 4--CFIARAC-I:ER "FRAME-" I TLE
 
C ALAB HOL/8 -48 CHARACTER ABSCISSA LA3EL
 
-C 0 L-A B- HOL--/-8 tk8-I1A R-A C-T-ER- O R D-I-,NA-T E-L-A E-L
 
C LAC IBIT/ NOT CURRErJTLY USED
 
-C AN-I' ,-RE-A/-- -M-I-NI MUM'I-V, LUE-OF--ABSG-ISSA-

C AMA REA/ MAXIMUM VALUE OF ABSCISSA 
-C ON-I RE-A/- -- I-N I-MUM -V-AL-UE-OF--ORD I-NATE
 
C OMA REA/ MAXIMUM VALUE OF ORDINATE

-C NWRY -NT-/--------IM dE R-OF--FFW -T-I-OS-ON-T----FR-A-M E 
C IUN INT/MUs UNITS WHERE FUNCTIONS ARE TO BE FOUND
 
-C I-S INT-/,4U* SA-UT-I-- NUMBER-S -O--F UNC-T-I-ONS
 C IVA INT/AU* VARIABLE NUMBERS OF FUNCTIONS 
----
---- 
kO 4-D PAP TEST 	 D 
C ICD INT/MU* CONTOUR DIRECTION INDICATOR 
--- C- - 0-#-- F-UMCT-I O4--6-ON STANT--CON-T-OURS-
C 
-:L, P1 CONSTANT CONTOURS 
-C----- =---P-2--O ISTAi-4T---MTOUPR S
 












C PlN INT/MU* INTERPOLATION INCREMENTS FoR P1 
-6--- P2I-N- I'N-T-MU*-- IN-T-ERPOL-A-T-I ON-INCiEME 4TS-- F-OR--P2 
C CMI REA/MU* MINIMUM CONTOUR IF IDC=O 
:: C ei-tA- REA-/rMtU*--MAx-I-MUM-C-ONTOUR-tFiDC=O0 
C CIN REA/MU* STEP SIZE BETWEEN CONTOURS IF IDC-O 
-C -INS-----I-NT-U --IF-- Dec-=-J--PJ-(--NS-) S -T-HE-F-I-RS-T-
C CONTOUR VALUE, J=1.OR 2. 
-C -rN5--- INLT-/4U*--I-F-ID=PJ-- p (LAS) -IS--THE--E-AST---
C CONTOUR VALUE, J=l OR 2 
- C 	
-,----. F- -I-e15-St.i+4I/IMU* B--J-yPd(-I-NS+ K:* I SIt)r'K' 0 ,r&WHERE 
C LAI1SI.LE.LASt ARE THE COHTOUR VALUES
 





C SUBROUTINES NAME PURPOSz­
-C--
C RPD TO-READ PAST NAELIST SAVDAT ON PLOTFILES 
-CC-. -OCL-OCK -T-O--G-I-VE--THE-T--ME 
C INISOL , TO FIND TNITIAL SOLUTIONS 
-C F-I-LGRD- T-O--USE--I-t±-I-T-IAL--sOLUT-I ONS--FOUND-T-O-F.ORM A-GRID---
C COMCHA TO COMPUTE THE SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS AT EACH 
"GR-I D-O-I4-
C AUXPRO TO PROVIDE AN INTERFACE WITH OTHER PROGRAMS 
-- C.------___PLTCON --- T-O PLOT.-GCON-LOURS---OF--THE--SYSTEM --CHA'ACTER I-STI CS-
C 
-C--SIULATOR- T-HE-USER--MUST--SUPP-LYT-E-FOLLOW I NG- SUi3ROUTINE--E-NTR-Y---
C POINTS: 
-C-
C COfNSTR(PrCS) WHICH COMPUTES THE VALUE OF THE 
-C ------ CONSTR-A-N-T-FtUNc-T-I-ON S-(-CS-)- AT --P-. 
C
 
-- -- CHRAC-(-P, C-)- -dHy CH-COMPUTES -T-I&--CHNARAC-T-E.R-I ST-I CS--OF-

C 	 THE SYSTEM (C) AS A FUNCTION OF THE PARAM.4ETERS (P).
 




( ___C_-- AUXPRO-'.H-I-CH -PERFORMS-OPERAT ItONS- USEFUL --TO--THE-
C 	 CURRENT STUdY mUT NOT PROVIDED FOR BY PAP.
 
C IN ADDITION TO THESE SUBROUTINjE ENTRY POINTS, THE USER 
-C MUS-T---SUPPLY--A- PROGEDURE-ELFMENT -41--THE--F-OLL-OU I NG-ENTRY- -
C POINTS AND CONTENTs: 





--- S A VDO-C O TA-IN -THE-NAME- AND DEF-I-N-I-T--I-ONS- -OF-T-HE-
I C VARIABLES IN NAMELIST SAVDAT,i --- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
__ 
_ _ _ 
- C-3 ­
dkrV 4-D PAP TEST ,D 
C 
-- ONT-A--NS-- C- - -KOMUSL--C OMMON --USE-W IIC H--S --USED--FOR--G-OMMUNI-..... 
C CATION BETWEEN USER SUBROUTINLS.
 
....----- - - --
- - --




C RUNNL CONTAINS THE NAMELIST RUNDATO THIS NAMELIST 
C- MUS T-G-ON-T A-I H-T-zrOS E--I-NPU-T S--REVELE-NT--TO --THE--C URR EN-T 
C RUN ONLY. INPUTS KoN, IUNIT', ICHSAt AND NFR MUST LE 
C-
-I-N-THIS-N AMEL-JS T'-TI-S-NAE L-I-ST- -"IS-N-NT---SA ED--OF- THE------. 
C SAVE FILES. 
c-
C SAVNL CONTAINS THE NAMELIST SAVOAT WHICH MUST
 
--c---- GON-T-A-I-H-T-HE-I- p U-T-S-W H-I-GH-UEF-I-N E-T-H E--O.I S-T-R-A-I-m-T-S
 
C AND THE SIMULATOR. THESE INPUS WILL BE NEEDED IF
 
-- G -- FUR-T-H&ER--PROCE-SS-I-NG-
-I-S-DONE-AND--ARE-/R-I-T--T-EN--O N-ALL
 
C SAVE FILES. NAMELISTS RUNOAT AND SAVDAT MUST CONTAIN
 
--- C- -ALL-I-NPU-TS--R-(QuIRE-D--T-O--DEFINE-THE--SY-STE-M,- THE
 
C CONISTRAINTS TO BE SATISFIED, AND THE INPUTS FOR PAP.
 
C IITIL CONTAINS TI-E FORTRAN CODE THAT SETS THE
 
-- C V----------ALUE
S---O F -ANy--V AR-I ASL ES--TI-iAT---NIST-BE-I-N I-T-I-L-I-ZE---

C AT THE BEGINNItIG OF EACH PASS. VARiOUS INPUTS WHICH
 
_C-- ARE-NOT--OF-TE---HAI'IGED-CAN- 3E-SE-T-ERE. -T-AE-IR-VALUE -E
 





-C-. ---------- S I-MDFN---CONT-A-I I-S-T-HE--FORTRAN-C ODE -,$H-C1--DERI-VE-S--F-ROM 
C THE INPUTS IN RUNUAT AND SAVDAT THE INFORMATION 
----- NECE-SSARY--TO DEF-I NE--T-IHE--SY-STEM_-CONF-I GURATI-ON ,- -THE--
C CONSTRAINTS TO BE SATISFIED, AND THE INPUTS TO PAP, 
-- C---
C RPDDS CONTAINS A UIMENSION STATEMENT FOR ALL 
.... C -.... 
-V.ARIABLES-IN-NAMELTSI-SAVDAT, 
-THE-.DIMENSION- AND- SIZE 
C OF THESE VARIApLES MUST CORRESPOND TO THOSE GIVEN 
-- C----- --- O----T-OTHE_ -VAILAcBLE-S -IN.-PAP.-
C 








----- ---- I NCLDE--SAVNL,L-IST-
DIMENSION IUN(MU ,ISO(MU)tIVA(MU),CMI(MU) CMA(IU),

*- C-I -- u-idJ )-- -I C-Cl-MU-) ,-T-NS-(-MU-)-,-L-A-S-(-Mu-}-,-I S--(-Mu-)-, F--TL--T-(-8-)-,-AL-AA3 (-8-)-, 
* OLAb(8),IAOS(MiU),PIlN(M-Iu),P21i!(MU) 
- - -1-MENs-I-ON---T-I-ME.-2a-






C NAMELISt PLTDAT-THIS NAMELIST DEFINES ONE PLOTTING
 
-C- F-A ME---WHEN--SPE-C I-F-Y-I-N G--N F R-FR-ATM-S-,-TH-iS-N AMEL--ST-W-I-LL 
C BE READ NFR TIMES IN SEQuENCE STORING THE INPUTS BY 
- C-4 

















-- READ)-,4AMEL'IE S-T -SA VDAT-FRO4-FI L-E-UN-IT-r-5 t--OR -- T-H-(-5-I-S- -READ -LAS-T-)( - 

C 
I'P(-KOi' ( -1)- rS-,)--& -T-O--£O 
REWIND IUNIT
 












-20 ------ IF-(-NF-R-. E-0-)-1GO--T-O--30 
C 
-C-----RE-AD.-I lIPUTS--TitIAT--DEF-I NE- A--S--INGLE--F-RAME -AND- ST-ORE-I-N-ARRA-YS-W!--H I-CH:I---
C HAVE ONE OF THEIR SUBSCRIPTS CORRESPONDING TO THE FRAME NUMBER 
C. 










DO 22 L=zl8 
-TL-T-( L-t J-)-=F-TL-T ( L-)-­
22---
ALA (LrJ)-ALAB (LI 
OL-A-( L-,--) zOLAB--L)-
NFN (J) =NFU 
-D00-2-5 -K--1-, NF-U 
________-
IFLU(UrK) =IUN (K)





P-2-1 NC-(- r K) P-21N (-) 
CMIN(JpK)=CMI (K) 
----- MAX (-J, K-) =CMA-(-K-)--
DELC (JrK)=CIN(K) 
IS(JK)=INS(K) 






Rp 4-D PAP TEST bi 
30 CONTINUE
 
-I 'JGLUE- -I-MDF N h-i-ST 
C





--I-F-CHE i-4 NE-I-r ORrN--4rE-I-UNi-T-)-GO--T(---01
 
REWIND 14 
________-- -ALL-dPD-C -V-) 
i01 IF(NFI5.NE.1,OR.NF15,EG.IUNIT) GO TO 102-


















- - -WR-I TE--St-V0AT-ON F-I LES-BE-I-4C--S AVED-T-H-I-S-PASS 
C 




IF(LOI.GT.10) GO To 190
 
__________- REWINLO-I-O I____ 
WRITE (LOIFSAVAT)







































-C- GO--O--TH E-FUN G T--ON -T-O-B E--P E-RFO RE-D-N E--T 
C ­











-I 	 - C-6 ­
4i D 4-D PAP TEST 	 D)
 
















































C - CALL PLTCOH 












WRITE EXIT REASON MESSAGE 












1001 	 FORMAF(1H #'****MORE THAN THE ALOTTED NUMBER OF SAVE
-F-I LES--WErE-USEO-t- --- NO I .. 13I2Xt HF- 3 ,2k,* LNOC- Z--L, 
I3t2Xf'NOA = ',13/)
1---002 	 FORMAT-(4IH0O-,-'-*** ** C-A-I---'-,IA6 .- '-- AT-T-I ME- ' 2A6-r-'-**-*** '-I)-­





RD 	-LL-A 12R6 _P-AIESPC-
ZD 	 BY UNIVAC 1108 PDP ON 17 SEP 69 AT 08:39:1:0 1102-0005 
KOMSOL PROC 
-C. 
C SPECIFICATION OF COMMON SOL 
C-

COMION/SOL/{NS t SOLP (MP vMS) PSOLC (mC t MS) 
C ... 	 NAME DEFINITION 
C 	 NS NUMBER OF DISTINCT SOLUTIONS FOUND (.LT.MS) 
C 	 SOLP-(LI-.J ) -4_CO,4NNUITOF SO L.UT ION________________._ 
C 	 SOLC(IrJ) FINAL VALUE OF ITH CONSTRAINT OF UTH SOLUTION 
C TiIS COMMON IS INCLUDED IN SUBROUTINES INISOL AND FILGRO 
END
 
_-_ KOLINLC L P-R O-C.-
C 
- C S P EC.ILI.C Ala . L.O I,. W.N'C Ifrmo0, 	 -L 
C
 
ICCH(,H41-1) NFNP, NC ,A UMP) ,s (.MP) , NCSP DELP (N4P) 
_____,___P 	 M11,.2.I .r __ _(MQCL'J Pfo.lEU4EFL).,JJ2PEU LIEPRELIP__CT.I.EA L: IP__A 
NFN (MF) , IFLU (MiF tAU) , ISOL (MFMU) ,MSGrNC6,
______.ilMA 	 RhF', i) ,_LJT[±±MiWAjAth MRLQELJJ3±U__ELL A_.IFJ 
AMI (MF) , A.NA. .(F) orIN(uhF) OMAX (MF) 








C. .DEEI'.ITION .0E-_VIARIAmLES-JN-wCL-. 
C
 
.....-C VAR,.IABLES._THATCnON TRDL-- 00KEEPI.GEU NCTI-
 __LS-
C 
C---...... 	 AMIz -.. Z F-[I.I T-I.ON. 
C
 
C.A-L LAGr---ISAVE-O U-EI"T-ERGO--IrA -SOI
 
C 	 ISAF FLAG, 2i SAVE CUTPUT FROM FILGRD
 
-- C-	 .$LA-G-r---- SA-VEO LLTP fT4EROtCOC AIS AC --

C ISAA FLAGP =i SAVE OUTPUT FROA AUXPRO
 
CII1 P-Rtx -.R-t.0 L--- VL LONIFLO LEEQR4-N I-SO'
 
C 	 IPRF PRINTOUT LEVEL- CONTROLE FOR FILGRD 
C 	 FOR_.ICON CH-A___C- T PRO-- 1.-Il.2ro)ULLEZL -CONT-ROL-E-
C IPRA PRINTOUT LEVEL CONTROLE FOR AUXPRO
 
C TP- P- -P-R.I-N.T.OtLI-La"E-L C 0 NTR.OLE-F-OR-P-L-T.CO N
 
C 	 IUNIT UNIT (OR FILE) NUMBER TO READ INPUT DATA FROM
 
C IOLI O.U-T-f LJ-T-U N.I-T- FOR-I- -I SOL
 
C LOF OUTPUT UNIT FOR FILGRD
0 cOU:r-	 UX-WN flI.-T-O R--COtC H A-
C 	 LOA OUTPUT UNIT FOR AUXPRO 
C 	 LNO-1 ----------- NUMBE R--OF-RA S SE-S-TIR 0UGHlN 1­IA.S OL--tI-TN-I-S A-I 
C 
- C-8 ­
- "_C_ ... _E RQE_ O~'.. - FL~-L tSSLS-IS _UCH jEJLSRDIJd_'ILJSjXE-._____-__ 
C NOC NU,3,ER OF PASSES THROUGH COMCHA WITH ISAC=I 
C NOJ1A N U.:I1E _fEsfSSES__]-_hJ£LUX-UP-O_-LLTL-- S A 2 
C lx CURRENT VALUE OF KON INDEX 
JC ,..VARIABLES cONTROL THE ANALYSIS-C THAT 
C ... NAME DEF-NITION 
C KON(I) DIRECTS CONTROL 
I___TNIIJEFS-SEAa'CJ-jMPTLD-fTD-REUSFP
 
C ICM INDICATES ITERATIVE METHOD TO BE USED
 
'el__ NP N']URMBEROF-WDEE DENT--ARAME]:ER S 
C NC NUMBER OF CHARACTERISTICS 
__ C A_(_I LQWE[LDIJba.OtLITILLI N1EPEUDENTA~IE_______ 
C B(I) UPPER BOUND ON ITH INDEPENDENT PARAMETER 
DC_EL2ELP_LIE __--SIZ-QRS.JZ2REfPEP EAERAAEE
 
C PI INITIAL VALUE OF ABSCISSA
 
C. R 2L ~~__ _ lTITIALLALUE_ _OE_.TRaTIJE _ __T.
 
C NCS NUMBER OF EQU'LITY CONSTRAINTS
 
LlC JQLERANChDoLIJ&C_ T
I  LL TSHA 

C NSG NUIBER OF SOLUTIONS TO BE DEVELOPED
 
C I SRKCTKTJ_& . I_.T2c T
Tt O-,K_,_,.. 'LT J 
C NCG NUMBER OF GRIDS TO BE DEVELOPED 
_C .IZC _I.-I(J)_5 -.C-H ACT Jf I TICS._O PUTEDF.IIQRIDA4APPED 
C' FROM KTH SOLUTION 
C 
C --.VAR1At3LES THAT CONTROL THE PLOTTING 
C 
C .o NAME *OEFIJITIONt
 
C NFR NUiMBER OF PLOTTING FRAMES TO BE GENERATED 
C IPOP(I) PLOTTING oPTION SELECTOR FOR ITH FRAME 
C =Or OF-LIIE PLOTS ONLYC.... ,!_JIa hLE.EPLOT EONLY_________________ 
C =2, BOTH TYPES
______C__ __TLLL..ds U3 ... _SCIARA C.TEK_ LE_______­:LLF PAVP___TYI 

C ALA(JI) 48 CHARACTER ITI- FRAME A9SCISSA LABEL
 
.C---OLA.( J I.) OINA.TCEAA£-.ED,EI
_4 ]TJ-EPAi%.EO£D INAEL T 

C LAC(i) FLAGi =1 LABEL CONTOURS ON !TH FRAME
 
_C NI.<NL) ... L__4-D-] AiYEU M.SVAULIE _OEAi3-SZJS S ,&2T__TEP 
C AMAX(I) MAXIMUM VALUE OF ABSCISSA ITH FRAME 
)_N HI
.C ...._ ON Ll MUIl._ALU.OE_ 0 .RDIUATEIT EAME-

C OMAX(I) MIAXIMU, VALUE OF ORDINATE ITH FRAME
 
:C _'iNLN-(--) !UMEROFRFUNCT.NS TZ2LOXTEE['. I TH-ERAME 
C IFLU(IJ) FORTRAN LOGICAkL UNIT DESIGNATOR FOR JTH 
______C FU _lLO.n_Ql .THERAMR' 
C ISOL(ItJ) SOLUTION DESIGNATOR FOR JTH FUNClION OF ITH 
EAFp ,jE _ 
C- IVAR(IrJ) VARIABLE DESIGNATOR FOR JTI FUNCTION OF ITH 
] FRAMF 
C P1INC(IrJ) INTERPOLATION INCREMENT P(I)hJTH FUNCTION OF 
c TTHLE AMF 
C P2TNC(IJ) INTERPOLATION INCREMENT P(2),JTH FUNCTION OF 
C TTJ_FRAM_ ___E 
C IVS(I'J) CONTOUR PLANE INDICATOR 






... C __- PCOfIs-TA-C-OUL_TOLLr S
 
C =2, P2 CONSTAIT COUNTOURS 
- C-- -AO-(-I ,.J) .... A C1. A Op .:INATE- 'I-CAT-P 
C =Os PI/P2vP/F, OR Pl/F IS THE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE 
. C--.... 1:,-ThgEiR SE-I-S--TITUE 
C CMIN (pJ) MINIMUM CONTOUR JTH FUNCTION ITH FRAMiECM-A-X,-(~ U) -......1 tI-XlUM 40-4T-.4-OJR,_J.TH:-F-AJCTONIT-.--RAME
 
C 
 DELC(IJ) STEP SIZE BETWEEN CONTOURS JTH FUNCTION ITH FRAME 
TCT.I..J.)_ _-I I-1t-AL-SL--C E1-Nr.LC A-T-ORT--ER A.41E--J-T--F-UNC-T-I-OIN 
C LS(IJ) FINAL SLICE INDICATOR II'H FRAME JTH FUNCTION 
C.­ /
r T-H I-S_-C0 NOUS S--INCLUDED--N-SUSRUILIESAaPk-b mSLsx\$
 

















C DEFIrITIOH OF PARAMETERS 
C .. .NAME DEFINITION 
..... 
C 4P MAXIMU, NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT PARAMETERS 
_____ _.2Q.....M AX1 MUMWLNUM'3.r ER_ ,DFlCON',SRIhLTS 
C i,-F MAXIVUM NUMBER OF FRAMES 
_C____.U._____M-1! M.ulIJALt, ER_.or-lEU iACTOHNS_ EEBERA PWE 
C MG MAXIUI NUMr-3ER OF GRIDS THAT iMAY BE DEVELOPED 
C 
....... £. 
MH HAXIUJM NUMBER 
ie _CD .PurEDD_ 









MAM0 - -_ NAXIMUP-d I AXi 'J IUMBER OF ABSCISSAS2U4---NU1 E:R--n&E -ORD.T--I ES__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 




PARAIETER STATEItEM TNCLUDED IN ALL PAP SUBROLU1INES 
- C-1O -
API126. RPD 
C TI ILE RiD - READ PST NAMELIST USRDAT 
C AUtFHOR P. F. LONG 
C DATE 7/26/68
 
C PURPOSE TO POSITIO14 FILE I PAST NAMELIST SAVDAT.
 
C METHOD READ NAMELIST SAVDAT BUT DO NOT TRANSMIT DATA TO PAP.C 
o INPUT TH4ROUGH ARGUMLENT LIST 
C F-LE-- .---------- BE REA 
C OU IPUT NOWE 
.. C SUBROIJIINE STA.E..E..T 











C TITLE INISOL - INITIAL SOLUTION SEARCH SCHEME CONTROL 
C AUTHOR P.F. LONG 
-C- CDATE. 2-9-60 







111_UEUT TRRO2_0UG IAaE - lDCnM MQLCL________________ 
C 
__ 	 C TSELA t ECElac EEIDDS ELECTOE__ 
C --Jr SEEKJ IS CALLED 
_C S M L-___JOT SAvEDO ,J0LLKlTQ1L-
C LOI OUTPUT UNIT NUMBER 
C A,BDELP;PIIP2INPt!CSICAEPS,AND IPRI ARE PASSED ON 
C TO THE-, VARJ-QS SE.ARCH_ SPPOUTI!ES. 
C THESE VARIABLES ARE DEFINED IN THE MAIN PROGRAM UNDER 
_Q_OUTPUT NSSQLP A SQLgA .PTErSTORED IN COMMON SoL, A'_jD 
C IF ISAIU',WRITTEII ON UNIT LOI. 
c ____ THtESF VAR.IABLE.S B.E_ I.NED1_hLOt_ NDRQQ!4M_OL. _COMMON 
C 








C SPECIFICATION STATEMENTS 
INCLUDE PARSTAFLIST
 
INCLUDE _KO.IICL, LIST__ 
INCLUDE KOSOL, LIST 
C 
C CALL THE SEARCI-i %ETHOD INDTCgTED BY ISt-' TO FIND THE INITIAL 
_____ .C OSLU1.I OS 
C 
5 CALL SEEK1 (At8,DELPt PIT, P2I ?NP, NCS, ICM, EPS, NS, SOLP, SOLC, 
GO 	TO ZO 
1.0 	 ClI JLS EEJ ,CA, ,P0ELLPLELL,_EILN2.,tI.U{.C-SFLChcLEPS_,rlS-JSOQL.._LS(C__.. 
- IPRI)GO Tnqfl 
15 CALL SEEK3(AB,DELPv PII,P21 ,rNPNCS, ICNrEPSNSSOLPrSOLCp 
TPPT 1 
GO TO 30 
CJALLSEEF,.A.,fEln"LE l HPCSLICMBiSiSIStL5OLC, 
IPRI) 
GLLI:O_30 
_ .. __. ... .. . ... . . " -C - 12 .-. _ _ __ _ __ _ 
_____-25 - fCALL_ SEEK5(A '..tELP---L,-21 tP-r-NCS..CLCAtEPS-P-,IS -SOLPi-SQLCL-
IPRI) 
C WRITE SOLt oWS ON LOT 
30 IF(ISAI.lE.1)GO" TO 35
-WR-XTE-(-L-O-I-) -­ v SOU-P t-SOL----
END FILE LOT 
cC 
.35 .,WR.tI-&:_L ,1.Q0 t)24S. 
DO 4t0 J=INS 







1001 FORMlAT(IH0,4XI2,' SOLUTION(S) FOUND'/) 




: AP26.FILGRD------------. . ..... . . .. 
C IlLE FXLGRD - SOLUIION MAPPING CONTROL 
C AUrIIOR P.F. LONQG 
C DATE 3-7-68
 
C PURPOSE TO CALL GRIDMK WITH EACH INITIAL SOLUTION REQUESTED AND
 
-IC. .ORETEHE .,RESULTS- ON._UNIT LOF.
 
C 




C CALL CALL FiLGRD
 
C INPUTS THROUGH LABELLED COMMON MCL 
C KON; IUN!TNSG,ISAFLOFA;BDELPISGR,EPSNPti\CS,ICMPIPRF
 




.... C . . . . . . . 
C THROUH LABELLED COMMON SOL
 
C NSSOLPSOLC THESE VARIABLES'ARE DEFINED BELOW UNDER
 
C 
C OUTPUT _ON UNIjlT LOFC 
C NPi .... NU:.'BER ),s
OF PU1PS 
C NP2 [INUMBER OF P(2)ts -
C----------- . .NU:BER OF PARAMETERS 
C £SGR(K) NUMBER OF SOLUTION FROM WHICH GRID WAS MAPPED) 
C GRD(IJK) RESULTING SOLUTION GRID0 I=UNP J=lNP1-
C K=i, NP? 
C COPT(JrK) OPTI4UM 'VALUE IF OPTIMIZING. J=lvNPrK=,NP2 
C IDCV(JK) =-1 SOLUTION FOUND FOR GRID POINT CORRESPONDING 

















---------------------. INCLUDE PARS'TA,LIST .. ..
 
INCLUDE KOMMCLLIST 
.... .......--- IrCLUDE_ KO;SoL,LIST .-... 






C IF FILGRD IS THE FIRST MAJOR SUBROUTINE CALLED THIS PASS, READ
 
___C .NS,.SOLP,SOLC_EROBIUjiI.T _____ ____ _____ 
C
 








C DESIG.'sATE S-ORAGE DEVIC-
C 
IF(ISAF.rxjE.1) LOFr25 
C COMPUTE NUMFBER OF P (1)S AND P(2),S
C 










C . ... SET_ INITIAL SOLUTION.c 
C 
. JJ=ISGR(K_)_. 
00 20 JltNP 




C to ..IF JJ -GT. NS WRITE ERROR MESSAGE AND RETURN{ --.....
 
C 
IF(J.Gr.tS) GO TO 105 
C . 




CALC" GRIbMK ("Lb rDELP' EPS, pINI, NP, NCSr ICM6GRD',COPT; IDCV-, 
CC ... WRITE GRI~US AND OPTIMUM VALUES ON UNIT LOF .. .... 
C 
50 WHITE(LOF) ,'1,NP2 NP.,I SGR(K).,GRDCOPTIDCV 
100 CONTINUE 
- -REWI;' IID LOF-----------------------------------------------.. 
IF(LOF.NE.25.AND.KON(JX+1).EG.3) CALL RPD(LOF) 
102 RL.TU RI I -.. . 
C
 
C WRITE ERROR N4ESSAGE---------- . ......... .. .. .. ....
 
C 
105 ._- WRITE(6,1001) JJ 
RLTURN4 
C FORMAT STATE-,EN' S 
IU.. FORMAT (Ii '-***i*SOLLIT'ION NUMBER ',I2,t NOT A-AILABLE') 
------ FORM AT(JHO, -v*:*_ANAP SOLUTION 'p12, *****')1002 -..... NO. 
EhD 
AR&6 m~c > . _ _ _ __ _ ________________________ 
C TITLE CO.CHA-COMPUTE SYSTEM CHARACTEISTICS 
C AUTHOR P.F. LONG ­
-- C--
C DATE 6-7-68 
C PURPOSE TO COMPUTE THE SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS FOR EACH PoINT AND 
-- C ---S-ORE--FOR-PLOlLT-ING 
C 
CML2h10 -THCCfLQREEEWI b&SOLUT~nSC-.F--MO DT UE_2N D2I.A-!Ef-4n ;1_ RPO 'DDG D_2 [{E I 121GI O.%__REF 
C READ AND THE CHARACTERISTICS ARE COMPUTED AND STORED FOR 
... C --- _A CH-.fO-I NTPSf_5TIC HAi-_ISCALLEDEO.R--ALLO PA--S UESET-ilE--TtE 
C POINTS TO PRINT THE SYSTEM PARAMETERS AND CHARACTERISTICS 
C INPUT THROUGH LABELLED COMMON McL 
(I 
C KONIUi4ITrISAC,NCGICCHIPRC,h'PNC 








C NPl -' NUMBER OF P(1)IS 
c [iP NUMBER OF PARAMETERS 
C IS ___ UME OEFSOLtTTONFR_ ICH GRIDAS MAPPED 




COPT(JtK) OPTIMUM 'VALUE IF OPTIMIZING. J=zi,NP1,KlNP2 
C _ ___D.CV(JrK) lr SOLUTION FOUND FOR' GRID POINT CORRESPONDING 
C TO (JrK) 
C 
C OUTPUT PARAI.ETERS AND CHARACTERISTICS ARE PRINTED AND WRITTEN 
c 
-- _cSLSUJL IES__CIIAIRAC C..OCDPuTES _TAESY.STEM_- CtA RAU]ERI SIQ.S_ GJVYJLJ E---------. 
C VALUES OF THE PARAMETER{S 
__L£ EBR-TC ! PRI.LTS-.ARAThL]ETER SANDC HA RA£CTER.SI CS_-ER_A 
C SINGLE GRIP POINT 
C SUBROUTINE STATE MEiT 
r 
SUBROUTINE COr-CHA -









____ JQflFP iEJIT __AL4O UTPutT lI; TS 
IF(KoN(l) ,EC,3) LIC=IUNIT
 
I ELITSAC_..EQ.._O. _LO-C26 
--. . . ... .. . .. .... -----C - 1 6 "
 
.C DEVELOP THE GRIDS 
DO 200 InlNCG
 
CC ...READ A GRID FROMJ FLU LIC 
READ(LIC)NP1,rNP2NP ISNOGRDCOPTpIDCV 
C ...IS THIS GRID TO BE DEVELOPED 
C 
IF(ICCH( I I)-IS,!O) 20,15,200 








C.... WR I TEJIE. IE N 
C 
C o. .REJAD, CO"MPUTE, AND PRINT GRID pOINT BY GRID POINT 
* C__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __-_ 	 _ _ _ _ 
C	 DO 190 J=,Np1D£hJ-SO -JIz1,flp2 
c 
___C_ .....CS3ELAMEX/ERE0I__£OP_IHU SIIRI _OJIT 	 ________ 
c 
_ _ __ .DO_ _l.L5__ l_-Jr 5, 
30 	 P(L)=GRD(LJ,K) 




DO 35 K!--3,NP 





- .--...... 	 E 4lLU-SL UT t NDbs -NL-E OR-TH I £-D2 fL-COI P.UTE-.C LARAC-TE-R-IS, I-C 5- -
C
'LO 	 1EI&CAL_( JjtL,EQ. j C.AL LCh ARA.C____________________ 
c 
C 
_____________ RZTr2(I.C.)cLU DCii-J.,LURLIJIC,-IJ-ul. L [C_ J jt_,j; ILrtCJJ___ 
c 
= C .1E -- .- Tft--E_ P - -2RT.CIdIA.... II!ISJ--nL L 2&-- -LTSEDALL 
-IF.(I- J C. E&t,_O-__6011TO-flg 









___2 05[. RlLhLIPzfi 
__ __ 
C
 C. EOR MAT-SXTAYJEEL 
C 
-
- --- ROiMA:ut--L40,lit:'B*-ttpJD--RlE--TES]D.AS.-O-TAA2P-ED 
_'1O.O .-t.t*"f-l-_-__
1002 FORMAT(1HO,0'. cHARACTERISTICS SOLUTION-*<**COMPUTE FOR 
ENO' 
c 
C TITLE PLTCON - CONTOUR PLOTTING 
--- C-- --
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
-C 
C AUTHOR NT. HIMAN 
C DATE 1/1/69 
C"__ 
C PURPOSE TO READ FUNCTIONS OF TWO VARIABLES FROM A NUM4BER OF 
-C I LE-S-A14N --T-O- G WERAZ-E-A ND-P-LO-T-C OWT-OR-OF-ThISE 
c FLNCTIONS 
C METHOD PLTCON DETERMINES IN ADVANCE WHAT FUNCTIONS ARE TO BE 
- C READ-SO-_TliA-EACHLF-I-LE-CANBEREAD-I N ONEP-ASS ._.EACH 
C FUNCTION IS THEN STORED ON A SEPARATE FASTRDUM FILE. 
_C RPLTCOTNUMENWCAL LS--FR.PLTAqHICH A.-RO.Vi DES _IEOR TIE.CONToUR. 
C GENERATION AND PLOTTING. 
C INPUT VIA COMIMON NIcL. SEE DOCUMENTATION OF NCL 









INCLUDE KOriA4CL, LIST 
INCLUDE KPFILELIST 
INTEGER SKIP 
________DIILJ,: SLILtNIELBALEIJ ,_MLSQLIMF(NEU_) !jIVA[k(J EJJL'EkIA MFUJ__,__ 
. FOI IC(MFU) tFC;-IN(MFU) .FCMAX(MFU)FFDELC(MFU) ,MIVS(MFU) rMIS(MFU) 
. .. ~.....iLSMiFU) ?_'AINCS .IEU) AJ,.AMI(FA!EU)J.EAnX(.M.EU.LLE014,N (rAEUJ L OMAX ( 14EU) .... 
IIjSA(MFU) ,IFASTD (MFU),t!POP (.IFU) 
AEI4S I ON--LIVAR (.50)_,IHI- (-50.), LINR-(50} r-HP-1ItMA) r HP2-(MO).-
LHFLU(50)fLFiSOL(50)
D.IEIJS I.,0--V .2 C).- v.P (.2)_ra 
C 
- -- POSEX---.
NON=AP 2LIC AaILE--TORAGE--AR EA&.E OttAL-L-O-ZERO 
* 	 C 
--DO-90-- --- 1'-JF-R 
JP = FN (I.)
06 O-.--,J -L,.2E
 










*F-I - St-u-J)-. g-..2-)- 2 T.NC-(-,-J-) =0-
CMIN(Ir'J) =0
 
C•MA X-( l-,J-)--z: -/3_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
90 CONTINUE
 











DO 120 IZlrNFR 
JL = NFN(I)
 
120 W.RITE(6YS) IFLU(IrJhtISOLCIJ),IVAR(IU) uIAO(IPJ)y
 
- ~~ ~~~ISIIC.UJ LP2(ILjLL ItCM TrqIC(lp J.LCAX) ULDECLr
 
1 r-0-DO_110 NFIl..Nfl_____________________ 
* 	CSET FASTORUM.FILE INDICATORS TO IN,\ITIAL CONDITION
 
- DO 130 121,100
 
_________-	 NuIE~LU) 0 
130 	 Nf-DR:B(I) 2 










4AtSOLAICTJ~ ISOLCT-- J.)__________________ 
MIVAR(ICT) 2IVAR(ItJ) 
F-IJ'JCAL-CJJ EA-II'JZ-(LhJ 
* FOINC (I1CT) 	 2 1ZIHC( I rJ) 
FCMtAX(ICTr) 2 CMAX(ItJ) 
__________________EDELC L-LCffiLSJ2:--ELCAIFJ______________________ 





IF(IAO(IJ).EO.1) GO TO 155
 
______________AAI NCLICXT)--A M-1NAJi 
FO'lINCICT) OMIN(I) 
-----~~FXJMAXLLVVL~~~Z.JyMAX (-I-)- __________________ 
____ 









160 INSACICT) zICT 
C 
____ or-C -UNL4!T-UU,'gEZa.SO U-TLQN -ULJMRBER rAD-AR IABLEJJUMBER.2N________ 
C ASCENDING ORDER 
NUMRAY =18 
CALL G-ROUP (NuMRAY, IIME[LMtrAT VAr, HIFLU,,ISaL, FA INC.FOI NC, 
*MIPOPINSAPIJ) 




* C STORE EACH UNITQUE SOLUTION VARIABLE REr)UESTEO IN A SEPARATE AREA 
-C -- ANDS.HE-CK ,N'UMB-3ER-.I7p\EGUES-TS- OR-EA-CH S-OL-ULU OI{ARARIBE -- __ 
LHPLU(1 IMIFLUMi 
LHVANCR) MIVARMi 
112 = NTFN 
IE(LIIFLU (NErC) .EQ.MTFLU( IL) .AND.L-HSOLCKFC) .EQ.MvISOL-( L) 
60 To 310 








-- L1 !FLUK(C./ ZA!ILU I____________________
 
-LH-SOL-(KFC) MISOLCIL) 
L ARAfI LJ-LHVA PIN-F C-)--Z -11-1-
IE(IL.LT.M12) Go TO 280
 
C 
I C -CH-CKHO'.-WWAL.jJ-IEEE4--EIT1EOUE-rTSFOPEACH-UNILUE-VARIA BzLE________ 
I C STORE THE NU.MBER OF THE FASTORUM PILE WITH EACH REQUEST AND 


















335 iJ IJ24-1 
-J2---I J22- L CT-(.LhIAD).
 






IF(IJ1.GT.IJ2) GO TO 500 
DO 40- _ =. , J2 
IF(AI3S(FAINC(Id)-FAINC(1))oGT.I.OE-0) GO TO 400 
TF_/ABS±FO-ICL.J.)EOI LCLL._,GT_. 0E-l-.) GliO ilTQ _ 
IF(ABS(FCMI.N(IJ)-FCMIN(I)).GT.1.OE-10) GO TO 400 
.F_(_AS.EC,.jAY. IJ.) - 'Ct..YLLL)_)o0 TL.±_OE -AaL_-G D_-.O--_ 09 
IF(ABS(FDELC(TJ)-FDELC(I))oGT.i.OE-10) GO TO 400
 
IE_(A'aStd, -WMIVMSI )L)- itG 0 -OSL40fl~_____
I VSLa 4X) .L .0 .. 
IF(ABS(MIS(IJ)-MIS(I),)GT,1OE-10) GO TO 400 
TJE( J )PALS±_l_,l 	 0________F CA aS;hL 5_ 	 .L IEr_TL6_hLOi-O_ 
IF(AUS(:4INCS(IJ)-.MIHCS(I)).GT.1.0E-10) GO TO 400

_I E;ASXDIfihI_=B_ OP 
NFDRM(NDR) 1-­






00 450 I=IJ3,IJ2 
____ _- IE SJDLIt E 0) _G To 470 
450 CONTINUE 
I .ITQ 500 






51_0 UJiRL-a lz) =NDR
 
IF(NAD.EQ.KFC) GO TO 550
 











555 	 NF1 = IDRUM 
56.=--------	 l kI (htif) 
570 	 READUT) NHSOLP'4' riIPvNC 
- WRITE(6r2) NTrNHSOL 
552iltZ5 -N------ A '_ - _-_J____----

IF(NHSOL.EQ.LHSOL(NAD)) GO TO 600
 
C IF SOLUTION NUMBERS DO NOT MATCH- SKIP REST OF FILE 
DO 580 Iz1,NTF
 
580 	 .RLAD-(NT)--SK p-­
SC.2..-.... 	 .. . . . . -_ C- 2 2 ­
-_O_-O-5 7 0___ 
C~ 

C-t- - -- W--I El
 RHgE-DEREI4----
C 
-60 C 	 IV -. J Z R(-N-..u)-
NF92 LHNRCNHPD) 
DO 602 ID = 	NFDiNFD2
W.IR4ZT- E-(-I-D-)-- Tp,-	 H L -V-,-N A-,-PN 




READ-(-I D]-)N--NUSOL-P,-V-,-NA ,-NO 
602 	 CONTINUE
 
I F-L AD. EQ.. KF-C) G0-T 0-6 i __
 
NADI = NAD+1 
D0-603--1= W A FI-,-K FC--




GO TO 610 




DO 603" ID =! 	NFD3,HFD2 
- ______WRJIIEL2UD.)T_ I,N 'H SQOLLr_ NAJQ 	 ____.___ 
IF(IPRP.LT.1) 	GO TO 608
 
_________________WREI(--±3.--I 0±- Nk SQOIJ____________V__________ 
608 	 CONTINUE
____6I.L _____ DfO__I __i3L ,N A _____________________ 
DO 700 ITOzlpNOH ,ZP(2.chU,( ,;fl_.INJA QD_(l J_,_IDOL,'RU. 	 J1,_W P'C)____________*P-




.... NF02_--LlNR] ( NAD) 
DO 650 IDZNFD1,I FD2 
650.WTD- .VS IV( __N)-----
IF(NADoEQ.KFC) GO TO 700 






* NEO2=- L"NR-C IJ-) 
C J: 	 4- EORDS-F0R--E-VERF--- T--iEL-UN IflUE--VAR IABLE--REUES-T-.......
FO. TE-- AS. DRU, 

C - FOR THE SAME SOLUTION
 




-7-00 	 CON-T-I-NU E 
.710 	 HIPI(ITA) = P(l) 
jC
 






DO 720 ID-[,:FDi rM.tPD2 










D 0 -7-4-- LD;LEQ_IE02­DzO-$5 

740 WRITE(I0) (HPI (K),IK=UNA), (HP2(J)J=IrNO)
 
8fl0_O TF-UAA 0-, .. Grn&OThaO1_o.__
Q_K EC 
DO 810 r=NAD1 KFC 
LC(.LHELU.&NP...E .t.LIELUA_.AD_.LHS.ODL.(.NADJ-.-EO •LHSDLW___) 





GQ T O .-­
820 NAD = I 
GO TO 560
 
....% _0 C_ JN ._IUV.
 -
C 










_______ _____ _ DO I1 _____--__ 
_ __ __._
_ Q092Th IL 







- 20 .. .. FDt.(LLJ) -IEASTD(IC1T_ ... .__________ 
______ 
C 




-- -- ,-NI . tA., NO0_









I ,RM --- S -E E J )1*21 _HS 
2 FORMAT(j2H0PRESENT SOLUTION NUMBER ON UNITtI3F5H ISI3) 
.3 .FOJMAT_(_23 - F_S-1DRE-SD._EILEfL3at-261H1-CO1G1 ALLN T0L 
.ON NU,9BERI3v2lH AND VARIABLE NUMBER,13)







- C-24 - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
6FORMAT~iII.29;X,1O3HUNTT sOL.NO. -VAR.NO. XY OP. DELP 





C TITLE SEEK! TOTAL DOMAIN SEARCH
 
C AUTHOR P.F. LONG 
C DATE 2-14-68
 
C PURPOSE TO FIND ALL DISTIUCT SOLUTIONS WITHIN THE GIVEN
 





ME-T IOS-TS-A-R-T--A tL3LTz.AT-V&E-R-Oc-DU RE--A--EA CIN-P-OLN-T-O F A-GPI.D 
C FORMED FROM4 THE DOMAINS OF P(3),P(4)ro.,P(NA)° RETURN 
T1HE-RE-SUL-T-I-NG--D-I-S T-I NC-T--SOL-LT-I.ONS. 
CC-CALL. SEEKi-(%,-.Sr i7PLi&,-I-I,-2-L,21P , ICS.,..CM, EP-S ,.NS.SOL ,SOLC.,-PJJL 
C 
-- .--ZLLT-T-HR.O!4 UGH- A R% UM .F4)-T--L. I-S-Tf 
c
 
* C ~ -- AW(_LO).. ;EB UNLLMN 1I:LLLD EIEPDENL.__A RAMETER -_ 
o B(i) UPPER BOUND ON ITH INDEPENDENT PARAMETER 
O__fELP-L)-TsRSIZ&O!L lIDEPENDENl2ARAETER 
C PI , VALUE OF P(1) WHiILE SEARCHINGP2L...:"LvA OE( 2kIuI EA ___________ .C ..... LO LE ActhGI 
C NP NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT PARAMETERS
 
_ S_ EE-QUATYC.0!_STRANT 
__
 
C ___ _NUMEER 

C 1CM ITERATIVE METHOD SELECTOR
~~~~EPSW ) /QLER LCKE 0_,F I JFlUAIL ITQC 9RST Il I_
 
C IPRI PRINT CONTROL
 
__c__ 
C OUTPUT TiHROUGH ARGUMENT LIST 
C NAME DEFINITION 
c NS NUMBER OF DISTINCT SOLUTIONS FOUND
C. -__ _ _SO P.UJ,_W._2IT±-ICO IAPON ENThOEsJIISO LUIO0N .... . ..... ___ 




C SUsROuTIiE STATEIE:IT 
SUROUTINE SCEKI(A,BPELPPiI,P21,NHPNCS ICM,EPS,'IS,









.INCLUDE--SARSTA.?.LIS T_ -. 
DI1E-SION Al)r9(31) ,ELP(1) ,EPS(1) rSOLP(MPMS), 
SOLC_(CjSv ) C,U2. LP)_, _DP2r-SFt4C ) 
DIMENSION TYCO(5) 
-. 















DO 5 J=3,-NP 
C 
C- CALL--CON.V--T-O-r-TE-Ar -T-COM'JERGENCE--TIO-A-S0LU-TLON-US-ING-CURRENi -
C VALUE OF PI AS INITIAL GUESS 
10 CALL CONV(IC4,vPI, NPDELPINTCEPSICOiNVPFCSF) 
C WRITE RESULTS OF CALL TO CONV 
_C 
IF(IPRI.NE.1) GO TO 11 
i,'RLTE- ,- . 6_)-( -(_£ELL(,K : __ -­
WRITE(6p107) TYCO(ICOqNV),ITR,(PF(KK),KK--1,NP) 


































DO 25 J=IpP 
__SO__5 _(_J'I dPF-t NS) C ) 
DO 30 J I_t,,iCS 





_______________PILJO J lJJJ)+OELPIJJ) 










__ _ _ 
6fl 	 WJR TF_(.s f. 2( IL.U,LJ _.,, _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ 
RETURN 
C FORMAT 	STATEMENTS 
-- C-
--­
t1001 FORMAT(IHO-,' .*-f NUi-ISER OF SOLUTIONS EXCEEDS ALLOTTED 
-
-- --- STORAGE, -LAST--SE-ARCH. PO-I.w-T--WAS-/-:7X r-1-0E12--t 5 ­
1004 FORMAT(1H t'NO. ITR. ',13,2X,'PF = ',(T23,6E15.8))
-1 -0 6- F-O R'AT-(-1 l--6X,-PI --T2Y., ---- )-)­







C TITLE SEEK3 TOTAL DOMAIN SEARCH
 
C AUTHOR P.F. LONG 
C--
C DATE 1/3/69 
C PURPOSE TO FIHD ALL DISTINCT SOLUTIONS WITHIN THE GIVEN
 
PAZ AgE-TE-R-SP-mC E-. 
C 
, C 24EHOD - OW_ IL~0RTaIPARLI5__SEAP.C
S C 
____C AL' £SEE3-(hA.3B-,OELP,_I ,.PL_IP,-CSSIC t-,_ERES rMf'S ,tSOL,_OL I _LCP__...... 
CC___IJN E L _ ___:I: R G L S __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ flU. LARU EN_L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
C 
C- .Nt4E- S F--N t:r-I-ON-
C 
C A LOlER-BE.OUlD.D1I- T--LJNDEPENDENIT-ARAMIEFU______ 
C B(I) UPPER BOUND ON ITTH INDEPENDENT PARAMETER 
-- _DELP_(.W___STERE _SI ZIE-:/Q IQJ IEDEPEND EI J\REA E=_T 
C Pil .-.- VALUE OF P(l) WHILE SEARCHING 
C PI JL UFEjG____CJ_ 
C NP NU ,4AER OF INDEPENDENT PARANETERS 
CNgQS_.- _ ;lJI E RFQ E-0A LI Y_ _CO 1T____ 
______S_ 
C ICM ITERATIVE METHOD SELECTOR 
_____C " EP-S(_I.)11 OLERAMCE---LTfi-_OU.ALLITYCONST RAIN__ 
C IPRI PRINT CONTROL 
C 
C OUTPUT THROUGH ARGUMENT LIST 
C NA',E DEFINITIO'I 
C NS NU.-2ER OF DISTINCT SOLUTIONS FOUND 
: _C ------- S---P CI ._JT CnEO I.T.OF.MT!LSDLUTON__ 
C SOLC(IJ) FINAL VALUE OF ITH CONSTRAINT OF JTH SOLUTION 
C SUDROUTIHES COWSTRrCONV3 
C 
C SUBROUTINE STATEMENT 
SURROUTINE SEEI3(AfB,DELP, P1IrP2I, NP, NCS,'ICM4,EPSI'iS, 
...... ._ _ .. S__L2,SOLCARI _ __ ___ 
S 
C 
-C SPJE C-I F-I CA-TT.-O$t1_- 5-T E t-l N-TS - - _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 
C 
INCLUDE PARSTALIST
___________________DtAi'Ew S 1-0tL-A-.-l-iB-t-h,-D ELP-J i-), EPSo( 1-)-.SOLP-(ME,_viS:)- &_________ 
SOLC(MCFMS) pI(.',IP) ,PF(M4P) ,CSF(MC) ,NGP(.iP) 
DATA TYCO/61!CONVER,6HJEASOL,6HNEAMIP,6HMAXITR,6HOUTBDS/
 







NPL 2=,N P-2 
P1 (2)z2021 
DO 4 d!tNP 
DC 5 J3 pNPf 
NPTZ!xiPT*NGP( j) 
-PIW __ _ __ _ _ __i_ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ 
IF(NPI.GE.-'eSP)GO TO 100 
10 
___uf_______LAL0NSIR)(r'Ut FCFJt=I I 




____ _____- iEU TIhER UME(.111S0LOW 
c IN RIPT IL, H ri tC02ENj) DRUM, 
- -- -
MEIDIU 
DO 48 IrL V,' 
49 READ(IU) (PIO(J+2)VPJ~iNCS),C CSF(J) t321,NCS) 
C
 
-C-& T-OP-hS 9A PS0 LU$L&c!I 
C
 

























30 SOLC (dr?,iS) CSF(J) 
*C 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
C RESET NU!43ER OF TRYS FLAG 
65 ITRY=O
 





U, UPDATE ITINY 
70 IVRY=ITRY+1l 














C FOR:JIAT STATEMENTS 
- C-31 ­
___ __t0 W -.......EORt4A-iO_,H_,*.-H-**t &U.,kUAf!E-t_oESDLU-TI.Ot S_EXC EEOSALLO-LTLED U
 
'STORAGE. LAST SEARCH POINT WAS'/7X,10E12.5)
 
1003 	 FOR'AT(1H ,23X,'X z ',(T28,6E15.8))
-0-0O - --- F-ORMA-T-(-I-M-t x ,I7t--tTO LN~B--- OF-GRI---ROI tTS' 
' EXCEEDS ALLOTTED STORAGE **-1) 
=-	1 0 0 5 - - -O $ A 4 %-1.-, ±.L-* * - PJT-RAIN --- -S T O -- .x .:_
 
1006 FORMAT(iH ,16X,'PI 1
A,(T23,6E15.8)) 





C TITLE CONV - ITERATIVE METHOD SELECTOR 
C AUTHOR P.F. LONG 
-C-
C DATE 2-12-68 
-- C -
C PURPOSE TO DIRECT CONTROLE TO ITERATIVE METHOD INDICATED BY ICM 
C CALL 	 CONV(ICM,PI, NPpODELPvMNCSEPStICO"IVPFCSF) 
C INPUT 	 NAME DEFINITION 
C 	 ICM INDICATES ITERATIVE METHOD TO BE USED 
P(J-)_ IJ1T - ELER__VlE CTOR _ ___TIAL INDE2E NDE N.TPAR AMETi'e. 
C NP NUMfER OF INDEPENDENT PARAMETERS
__....C .DEL2P~ t.&T_._42 J 	 MF-EERI~ EED- .OA£JT±kL.PArA 
C 	 NCS NUVeER OF EGUALITY CONSTRAINTS 
___._ 	 .ELJJ ____TO.LERANCEON -J.TII. CO:4ST.IAiNT_ __ __ _-
C 
________0~________________________
C OUTPUT 	 NAME D.EFINITION 
C 	 ICONV.' =1 ITERATIVE METHOD CONVERGED, =0 DID NOT C_____C 2L 	 Sfl LIJTIO ,ECITORIIT ETCflI VL-___LA S LU_ TRATIQ0NB ____JJ.P 	 UV. 
C PARAMETER VALUES IF ICONV - 0 
C -_.___! C RTT____FNAA LJ.LUEWJT_ 2_T 
C 
SC SUBRO9T__IS CO1C _C 0 NV__,_C 0CO . VCVr_CCO NVP5" 
C 
SU-'KQUT IUJE CON-V (I C?1, P!,NPFDELP, NCS, EPS, IC ONV_, PF, CSF ) 
C 
__SCPRECLFLC-.TTDJR TTEMES T 
C 
..... .. .... I L ELSICL 21 ( 1 DELPFLLE PSII ,p E(I).,SFJ(_IL. . .. C 
=____C D-IR EC-T-C-OUT-RO0L E lu AT$-' E-d0n ATEfL--3LI CN-- O-I-- - I 
C 
.... __ . __._ A0oJT0oS.,AO.S2..__,2 - .) ,AC-. 
S CALL CONV(PI.NP,DELPr'NCS,EPSpICONV,PF,CSF) 
10 	 CALL C.ONV2(PIvNP,DELPrNCSpEPStTCONVFPFrCSF)

-GO_ T_ 0- 0 
15 	 CALL CON"4V3(PI, ..NIPDELPeNCSrEPSP I CO.NV, PFCSF) 
______________ __~TO_3 0 
20 	 CALL CONV'4(PI ,NPDELP,NCSEPSICONVPPFrCSF)
 






-AP-R226 VCP. ___ 
C TITLE VCP'- VECTOR COMPARE
 

















C 'VEC(I) ITH COMPONENT OF VECTOR TO BE: COMPAREDC- " ~L-&(-)- O&EF ThE-S- -SU F-I--C$-MTL-Y-Ct-O SE. 
C NV NU1iE'ER OF VECTORS IN THE SET 




-C--O1-JUL V C.== T--T.--HE--GINE ECL-OR.- SSUEFE-IC EN-T-LY-CLOSFTO
 
C ,.-AT LEAST ONE OF THE SET
 
-C VZEC---F A'T.R
THEC_-COr _-LS_ RUE 
C - ­
c EUNCT I ot-LsA-]iE14EN]__
C 
- - ______L.O.IC ALUN ICTOAI.CPP( \LST ,AECsDELtNVxNC)____________ 
C 
___C SRLQLC iEIQAJ±L LST I[EE IN________________________ 
C ­
-__----- L-DEPSTA_ L _ST_ 







______....... IIM3 oEL ..13)__ETURNt _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
 
C 
.- C-- CCO(PARE._V.EFC O-R_LTH-SET_ 
DO 10 Jzi,,C

-I F-(. --S CVSE-X-{J-, 1-4 VECLJ)-.G/-o DEL-Cd-). )0 O-TO-2fl_____­















W.B. GRAGG AND J.Mo ORTEGA (REVISED BY P.F. LONG) 
C DATE 2-15-68 
- -c 
C PURPOSE TO SOLVE A SYSTEM OF N NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS IN N UNKNOWNS 
C 
C METHOD THE N DIMENSIONAL SECANT METHOD 
_C_
 
C INPUT THROUGH ARGUMENT LIST
 
C HAME 	 DEFINITION 
C Pi(J) 	 PI()=P1,PI(2)=P2T 
P (., ,PW.IfLI_.SiLRT4LLUG-POI.J_-s NTFOR-TiP7 
C ITERATIVE PROCEDURE 
____....__ I IIIUZBELOE._p4.O£AMETFRS_(NZ-UPE-2i 
C DELP(J) 	 STEP SIZE FOR ITH INDEPENDENT PARAMETER 
...... __ _iThQ1___TE WL_ Ifr_ 	 __C___ 	 YLSlxSSMJED__TOBE TJ:IE_IIULT_ 
C 	 0--OF IF NTC.EQ.1 'THE CALLCALL CONSTR(PIY). 

C L ..UAfl 
C EPS (J)' TOLERANCE ON JTH CONSTRAINT 
SC .. CS( LD_ VAL4EUQF OF_.SYSTEM rAT P(3 ) 0 0 ,__P(NP) 
C OUTPUT THR O1'L1 R&UMTLST 
C
 
C NAME DEFINITIONH 
C 
C 1O, METHOD CONVERG-ED 
C =2r NEAR OLD SOL(ITION 
C =4, IN REPEATING LOOP 
C 	 =5r OUT OF SEARCH AREA
 
C 	 OR LAST ITERATION
 
.... C)___ EIUALJVA,,L lEOF ALILLLLO.A__I IRI NIST__S-____ 
C 





C PI IS A VECTOR WITH ,IPCOMPONENTS. TWO OF THESE ARE THE 
-C _ELXE sD3RID_PSP D -HE__I_R"IETECr_&fA 4-R2__AE N I-T IAL - D0-INi__ 
C FOR TI4E SECANIT '-ETHOD, I.E., N=NP-2. 
-SUaROUTo 	 I NE STATEHENiT 
-=C
 
SUBROUTINE CONSV(PI 'P, ELP NTC EPSICONVPFY)
 
C 
C - SPECIFICATION STATEMENTS
 
INCLUDE PARSTArLIST 
__.__ IMP)ENit- r3-IIY- 2OttCP_ MCI.______, 2fl, O LJ.2 	 MCP),.E P-S1G [C3_,_CE.Ut
Q(,MP, MP) W(MP) ,R(MP) ,PI (MP) ,PF(MP) ,rP(kP) 
.. ___... ____DELR.( ME).,.DEL (1PL­
- C-35 -
C0 lrMtVSEC0 TTR 
INCLUDE KO.SoL,LIST

















15 	 P(I)PI(I) 
D0_.-l6_-I.=. IOrtL. .WOLE0-0.6 
16 	 CE.IU)=X (I) WOLFO06,
 
C 
- C- N]"C L P-J 	 VA E -0-l S-)_S I L MIE - LS_. _CMO, ,I _.I. N-U-_I kL __ .OEF-
C
 
_________NTC~o.ED o].ALL ilOtrSJ_( 	 0Y)E 	 -WLFC 	 ""WOLF006'
 
____ JJ__IJ'4LAIZEJTUFATI cES50&DJ,_AND ThEVEc1_OThA 	 WDtLO007J 
C 	 WOLF007.
 
DO 1 I:IN 	 WOLF007i 
_QILLdJ = CI) 	 ___________ _ . WOLEOP_ 7 
1 A(I,J)=Y(1) 	 WOLF007 
IF(J.EQ.M)iO To 3 	 WOLFO07,R_(jd);-0,_0 	 WLLOE00_ 
v(J)=X(J)+ZINC*DELP(J+2)
 
.............. .. C.ALL. C-oNST.RL CrP,Y
 
2 	 CONTINUE WOLF 008. 
.3 ._(54)_= .- _O 	 LFRO AF. 
C WOLFO09 
-A-C-RTAtA2 T!CATL_ oLFaO 9? 
C 	 WOLFO10i
 
_O-- _O_-I-L-J2 O 	 'LoLFO 
C WOLFO0q: 
C FOR --... L.H-S--FWOLF.0Q-
C WOLF008
uf0--5L-2_:].., WO0LF-0.0lS. 
W,(CI)r=0o0 WOLFO 8 
- - - DEO.-dZ , ._W-- -- 0M- 0LF-O 08" 
4 W(I) =' I ) +A ( ,d) *4:2 WOLF00.q' 
q_ _ W i-)---rt. 0 /41-(--) 	 WOLRO 09i 
C 	 WOLF009:
 
C F-O Rim-GE ILTE ED-St-JUAL S-FPI4-T-I-A GiiE-SSE-S 	 I OLFLa-9, 




.D0-6zItLN 	 W-0O-I 
-C-36-
C 






DO 7 Jrl,Mr 














CALL GAUSS(M ,1,A,1,YDETEPR) 
fCLS9-LzaI__________________0 












IF(AlBS('CENQ4(I)-X(I)).GT.BD*DE-LPCI+2)) GO TO 20 
C 
C IF X IS 
IP(NT'C.Eo.1) GO TO 17 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
NEAR A PRIEVIOUS SOLUTION, 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
RETURN 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
CLOSL-VC-P( SOLP rP rDEL, N!SF P 
__________ _f. (CLOSAEAQUV: 
IF(CLOSE) so Tog20 
C-___ 
c CALL CONSTR 
i7 CALL COFISTR(pry) 
C TEST FOR CONVERGEN1CE 
-- C -





-- C- TES.TFL RLR EP EAl I'-LG -L QflR­
.IF(A2,-:SCXCI)-{)(IK)).GT.1E-9) GO TO 25 
- ICON, VL 
C- WOLFO 12 
C WoLFO012 




- -~~C-37- __ __ ___ 



















CITEEBRUARY 196- -.- GAUSCGr 
C GAUSOOC 
_-C -PU _OSE ____TSOL.VE__JEATR'I X. E(UthAT.1014. AX=B 
_G --- AUSO0 c 
C GAUSOO 
.... C_CALL - -AUS- S-N, a, r0,DETC ERR) - - - ---- - G.AUSOP. 
C GAUS00OY 
..... __I .U'. _N;D IESIOtOKHE.SOUARE PATRIX .(.LE.20 .GAUSO00 
C M=NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF 8 (M.LE.20) GAUSO0O 
C_ -_A- T. R IX A ........... ......... ... _ AUS001 
C - B=THE MATRIX B GAUS00 
-------------------------.-- ~- ~ -GAUSOQI
C OUAPUT X=NU!ERICAL SOLUTION. OF AX-R- GAUSO0 
C--- - - L.TWDEE'ER;.IINANT- OF A-- GAUSOQ_ 
C ERR--AN 1NDICAIOR OF 1HE ACCURACY OF X GAUSO0 
C 
. GAUSOO 
C METHOD GAUSSIAN ELI,1NATION WITH ROW INTERCHANGES To POSITION GAUSOO 
CIOA THE ,AXU PIAL FLEMIENTS. A FIRST PASS OBTAINS AN ....-GAUSO 
C APPROXHIATIOn! XO TO A*o*(-1)*BE" THE RESIDUAL R=B-A*'XO IS GAUSO0' 
C -------- THEN CON-TPUTEoj IN DOUFLE PRECISION0 A SECOND PASS SOLVES GAUSO0' 
C A-DXO= FOR DXO0 THEN X-XO+DXO. THE OUANTITY ERR IS AN GAUSO0O' 
C INDICATION OF THE CONDITION OF A. IT.IS DEFINED AS GAUSOOZ 
C MAX(ABS(OXO(tJ)/X(IJ)) FOP X(IvJ).NE.O.O. ERR IS GAUSOOC 
C.ROUGHLY THE .1AXI.iUMRELATIVE ERROR IN X... BYPRODUCT OF GAU.SO0-







SUBROUTINE GAUSS(NMt ArBt rXDETPERR) GAUSO0­
.D IMEtSION A(2U,2O)rAA(2020)B(2Or2O)PB8(2ot2o),X(2oP2o),GAUSO­
XX(20 20)pIN(20) GAUSOtf 
. .. DO 2-11,1 q -----------------------
.GAUSOC" 
DO 1 JL.rN GAUSOO'
 
....1 .. . AA(.J)ZA(IJ)- -------- -------------------- GAUSOD" 
Do 2 J=r.l4 GAUSO@", 




-PERFORM .. TRIANGULARIZATION. GAUSO 
.HE.. .O . .. . ... .... .. ........ . . .GAUSOO ,
 
C GAUSOQ'g
Nr -N 1 GAUSO OE~ 
DO 6 LItrNN GAUSOQC 






G A U S O G 
DO 3 K=LN GAUSO 
_______-
_ _GAUSO .___-. OT;IABS_(AMK(P L) ) _ 
.
IF(TGT.TT)Go TO 3 GAUSO9
 





.3C_ INUEI_ ............... .GAUSO
 
4 - C-39 ­
IFCLGE.KP)Go TO 5 	 GAUSOO
 
.. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. GAUSC0O 
IN(L)KP 






.............- - GAUS0LL-L-	 --.........-







DO 6 J-LLH ._GAUSOO
 
6 AA ( K,J)AA )-RAALJ) GAUSOG
 
C 	 GAUSCO
C THIS COMPLETES--THE REDUCTION OB-F--A 	 GAUSO0
 
. GAUSO 
DEI=AA(NN)*AA(N1, N-i) GUS0 0 
DO 7 i=1,J 	 GAUSO0
 
. ... . 7 .DET LET:AA(I 1) --- - -- - GAUSO. 
GO 8 I- q GAUSOO 
IF(Ii(i) .NE.O.)DETr-DET.. ..... ... GAUSO0 
8 	 CONTINUE - GAUSOGI 
DO 19 IT=l,2 GAUSOO 
IF(IT.E.1)GO TO 10 GAUSO 
C --	 GAUS0 
.. . COAPUIE RESIDUALS 	 GAUSOOM 
C -	 -GAUSO O 
DO 9 J-IrM 	 GAUS00
 
.. ... .. . . . .D.O 9 __Z -1,N . . ... ... . . .. . .. . . .GAUSO 	 0
 
T
B (I,J --B( 1,J) 	 ... ... .......... GAUS0oO0
 
9 	 CALL INPR(A(I,1)rX(IJ),20,NIBB(ItJ)) GAUSUO'
 
C 	 . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . ..GAUS0OQ
 
C REDUCE RIGHIT H-AND SInE 	 GAUSO ' 
C 	 GAUSOO'
 
.... ..lU.. ... 0 .13L .ir!NN'. . ..... ... ... .. ... . . . . . . . . .. .. GkUS9O0 
Kf:'IN(L) GAUS00' 
........................... .IF.( PoE o )Gc. .TO 12 ..... GAUSO0 





. ... ...... -- . .. ... 	 . .. .. ... . GAUSO If
.... .. 11 . BB (L.rY) Tt .. .. ... . ... .. . . .. . ..-- A-
12 LLLL+I GAUS01" 
DO 1Z KZLL ,N ------------------ GAUS0lf 
R=AA(K,L.) GAUS01! 




C START BACK SUBSTITUTION GAUSOal 
C ... GAtjSO1l
DO 15 l:lrm 	 GAUSO
 
__ . . .... . , .X(. I .)3-BI( N,) /A A (N ,N ) .. -... .. .... . . ..... ... .. . .. ... ..GA.UsO1i.. ...... .. -	
_ _
D 15 L-2FI 	 GAUSOII 
L_______L N+ t.-I=___ 	 _ ___AUS9_!' 
K-LL+1 	 GAUS01-1 
lT= O___0__0 _GAUSO1 
DO 14 JZI<,N GAUSOlI 
4"L 	 _TRTt£AA tJ_ _ ____ __G AVUSo hLL_, X t d ,A) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-- 1-I XX(LL,1)z(SBCLLI)-T)/AA(LLLL) 
- GAUS01 
C GAUS01 
C ADD CORRECTIOIS . .... GAUS01 
C GAUS0I; 
.. ERR= -0.....I. . .. GAUSO1 
IF(IT.GT.I)GO TO 17 GAUS012 
....O0-GUSO12 
Do 16 J=iMI GAUS012 
1 ,J ;XX.( Lj).......... GAUSOI2 
-- Z1 




DO 18 J=Jtl 
.... T;X(rJ)6UOI GAUS012 
TT=XX(IPJ) GAUSO1Z 
. ... .. IF(_AS()oLT.1E-37)_G_TQ 18 . 
TIT=AS(TT/T) GAUSOI? 
...............-IF(ERR.LTTTT)ERR=TTT ........................ GAUSOJ -
18 X(IvJ)=T-TT GAUSO1 







__ .-. P_ _ __ __ __-_ _ C A. 
C 
...£. ZLTLF_'- _£2P: __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __-_-- -P_ __ _ 
c
 




...C--P-uRPOSE T.O MoRUT-EjT. E II.N E -P-RODUC-T-OF--V.CT-oRS-A -AND B OF-LENGTH
 











C A = LOC4TION OF FIRST WORD OF FIRST VECTOR ARRAY
 
-... _C. __BLSCATIO\LOEEI ERST_-LQRD_OFSECOND VECT.QRA RAY..
__-____ 

IF A IS A ONE DIMENSIONAL ARRAY
C I = 1 
C--ST-IENS..O ALSUBSC R 0P-T-OFA--E-ARAY--A 
C IS TWO DIMENSIONAL 
-._C .. __mT _NUREELOF TERAS _LO_6__T.AKENIFOR_T1UE_INNEiL -
PRODUCT (USUALLY THE FIRST DIMENSIONAL 
*____C SUBSCRIPT _OZE_3JdIIC._DI:IOU.LDEUAL_TIE.SEC?PJD
 
o .. DIMENSIONAL SUBSCRIPT OF A) 
C " IS TO BE ADDED 
C 
C 










, C INIT IALI ZAT ION~ 
4C = 0.0 
Id 0 
C DO INNER PRODUCT OF VECTORS 
DO 100 1I !,,m,I
 
-- __iJ_____---lJ .I Jt
 
HA = A(II) 
I!OLD = HA*HHB 





.. . .. . . ... . - _C_- 2 . . . . _-...
. . .
 
---A2R26-.GR-I-D MK ___ 
C TITLE "GRIDM( - SOLUTION M4APPING POUTINE 
C AUTHOR MA2ILY.I R. TRIMSILE 





C PURPOSE 10 MAP A GIVEN SOLUTION TO ALL POINTS OF A GRID.
 
-- C-
C METHOD SOLUTIONS ARE FOUND FOR THE GRID POINTS NEAR THE GIVEN 
C- S;0 "L-ION -0 A- Fl HE--SO L UT-ON S -FUND-A -
C TWO' ADJACENT POINTS IS USED AS AN INITIAL GUESS FOR AN 
_--_C. I-[EPAT-LVYFP-ROCEDURELJ N.A ILEEFQR.TXTO..CONMERGEIOSOLUIIDNS---

C FO THE POINTS ON EITHER SIDE OF THE ADJACENT SET. IN 
C---T-1----.AhE.-A$-SEWC E-OF--AO AC LT-S .TS,-SLUTO NS-AT"CE--FO UR-
C NEIGHBORING POINTS ARE USED AS INITIAL GUESSES. 
C CALL CALL C-RIDMK(ABDEL,EPSpINIINP,NCSICMrGRD,COPTIDCV, 
____C T2$EJF-
C 
-- _-CINLLI"I-JO.UHUCALLL S _-LST 

C 
___.C____ ... ILLlItLA-AUEE0r Z._PARAI-_AET FE?AIJ L  Jr ___ 
C " , (J) MAXIMUM VALUE FOR JTH PARAMETER 
C_ E I __nE LEL.LfiJiELp2.)_ LEiE1 INIE flIEG RIDJIE S±L __ 
C EPS(J) TOLERANCE ON JTH CONSTAINT FOR CONV 
C NP HUMPER OF PARI\METERS
 
__ ... . _-____CL Jf5L.JUBERE_EU U.J__T2Q___O__'NSA I bTS ______
 
C 1CM INDICATOR FOR ITERATIVE METHOD TO BE USED BY CONV 
C OUTPUT THROUGH THE CALL LIST 
___C_ 
C GRD(IrJp\K) RESULTING SET OF SOLUTIONS. I=lrNP J=lNPl 
___ .------ . .. F2E_ P -N _ 2_ARE [I _NU ABE O -- . ..... 
C P(l)fS AND P(2)'S RESPECTIVELY 
SC...... . COPT.J_, KOet.,Jj2I'ALUtEWHEOPTKI Z ING 
C IDCV (JrK) CONVERGENCE INICATOR 
.. ..C. . . . . ._. COt,&E __D._
R li-_ 
C 0 DID NOT CONVERGE 
C SULROUTINES CONV SUBROUTINE TO BE USED TO FIND CONVERGENCE 
_C--- -
C SUBROUTIIE STATEN4ENT 
-C-

SUBROUTI- NE GR!O IK(APt DELPrEPSPINIrNP, NCSIC!IPGRD rCOPT 
- ILD WE_CV. LP 
C 
C 
-IN cLUDE--ARS-T.v pJLI-ST 
C 


















10 	 NDIM(I)=(3(I)-A(I) )/DELP(I)+1.01
 
-TOGP-=VD ''-L'i ND I L'-G12.________________ 
CGP=O .-0 
II=NDIIA(1) 










________ . _'_ NS__)_Z .A 2)-DflLPC?2) / 10.,0 
BX(1) --B()+DELP(1)/10,O
 
______BXI(2.L_--B_2Xt-+_LPA(2 	 _/].)_)_~~h 
C
 
S SET.[CIN. REMENTS FOR A Two DINENSIOUAL GRI
D 
C 




-- UAELYA-33--ZSDELRL-2 I-_ 
DELY(L) =DELP(2)
 
C F1ND INITIAL POINT Or,! THE GRID
 
DO 1 5 Izl"Z
 
_____ - UHOLU-(I ) :A-( i)
 
115 UHOLO(I) =U;OLD (I) +DELP (T)
 
_ .~~~I 	 Ii(LI)-) 0 O flE_(.ULO LO. ( -I.).. G-T. ;a:PI -G -- 2 s 
GO TO 115
 
D -'35 1=3,f 14 
___ ..a)5 __ ___ _ P-i-._-_ 2,LI (3r-_).__ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _C--
C r-T FlMOT-T-E-rID-aS0L!J-TT-ION-T-EfUR-ShR0U110IU G-P--N-SANDC UflSL__-_ 
C A STARTING POINT AS BASE 
IND 1 
-	 AI5 liFlHQOCi_)_tL-~oANtltO F,_U NDtDt1.) JTB.LXL..)GO TO0455 = 
IF(.UHOLD(2).LT.AH(2).OR.UHOLD(2).GT,,BX(2)) GO TO 155

_______AJ (--_ 	 1tJ
UI:OLD (.-AIL.I_)/ZELPL_+1. 
C 




-14-7------- - RL (U) zU-|oLDr(-:z 
CALL CONV(TC;'.sPI,'NP,DELPtIGRFEPSICONVPFrCSF)
 
WRITE RFSULTS OF CALL-TO CONV 





'.R ,--0 Kz-l, NP-6) 




/43 0- . G2oI .LI-,I I- -c Sr2-P-t-)_ -_ _ __ _ _ __- _ __ _ _ __ _ 
IDCV (1Sl tIS2)-.
 
- R ( .I-&-T4-T.4E A)---_ --:i___ e=O.-S-i-55 
USTAPT (1)=UHOLO (1) 
__- -- USAT..A2.=U~oLo_(a2 
ISTARTZl
 
1i55- (GO-T-OI-(. 6.0-, 1E2 ,-46.4-,-2-0..,-I 110
 














----- GD --- 5_-O-_5.
_T 










C SET UP INDEXING TO COVER ALL POINTS OF GRID FROM INITIAL BASE 
.. .-....POINT ­
















- .C- -I F-PRg SEN-1Z--AS E--S IEH, AS-NO-1;ASE--P-I-N--STH r1N- LEiTS-OFGRJ D-GO 
C TO FIRST 2ASE POINT (W11',CXT £'BASE SIDE
 







300 DO 450 IL=IKL 
I - C DETERMINE IF PRESENT" PASE POINT HAS A SOLUTION 
-. -ES-1C-45 -
E.I &SE.A 13).__T., ! ( L)boQRo,XSSTE C__ L( 
IF(UEASE(2).LT.AN(2).ORoUBASE(2).GlBX(2)) GO TO 420 





!F(IDCV(iJsrJ2).E0.0) GO TO 420
 
C. 
C- UF I ND- F4.RS-1OF-EaUR--P(INI-S.-SUR.O UNDtCGBAS E-P-o I NT-AND._-ITSO P-OS LITE 
C 
-~UHS LJ J-3fkJ2ASEL tPJ
L 1) 
UHOLD(2)2UBASE(2) 
____________ * I "UCOMRqP-L1 2IJB A SE-- Ih+2ELP--(J __ _ ________________ 
UCOMP(2)ZUSASE(2)
 
C ATTEMPT TO FIND SOLUTION IF POINT IS WITHIN LIMITS OF GRID AND IF
 








2_LH±~QLOA2 2Jz iL2JiL/Dg _h_2 ka+lt I~ _________ 
IF(IDCV(ISIS2).EQ.I) GO TO 370 
ZIIJE GUESS BASEC OETErq INITIAL FOR SOLUTION FROM POINT SOLUTION AND
___C_ ___ ER.DS£ 0oPPOSJTE_ EOiLLL 5Q.t UTT_,O0 LjLELR SE5Ejfz_______T____
 
C




1iPjcOMPx,cT 0 GO TO1 335 
IF(UCOM,P(2)0 LrA'(2).ORoUCOMP(2).GT.oX(2)) GO TO 335 
_______ ° _______ Ic1Z (ucOMP( )rA_(1 ) I_ _LnP( )-I-1i",______________ 
IC2=(UCONP(2)-A(2))/DELP(2)+II.
 
ITGaDiLUB(rLC 2_JZ GPQ__T__4__ 
335 00 3140 I-3,NP
 
--- _[1) TGRD_( I J!&[IdaL...... 3II 0 P-W2 _ _ _ _ _- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-__ 
GO TO 350 
-- 315 _ _ _ DO__ z6_ ;£-3's!l 
346 P1 (I)-2,0*GRD(I,IJlpIJ2)-GRD(IrIC1, IC2)
 
C CALL CO"IV FOR SOLUTION 
350 
 IF(IPRF0 NE.1) GO TO 351WRI IE ( 6.,-tQI)-.WtL(KK)LtYJd zl p2} _ ______________ 
___ 
351' CALL CONV(ICMPI,NP.DELPIGREPSICONV,PF,CSF) 
-- - C-
C WRITE RESULTS OF CALL TO CONV 
C.
 
-- iF(CPRF.NE.1) GO TO 355
 
355 IF(ICONV.NE.i) GO TO 370
 
DO 360 IzI,NP 
~36_0 ~ fR-(LISISa )=2.U___
IDCV(IS1, 152)--i
 




UCOMP (2) ZUCOp2? (2) -DELY (J) 




IFCI'LOOP(JL) .Eo.Q) NLPQJL)rO 
C 
C, AAIN PROGRAM 
IF-CNEN11D-E0) GO TO 6050 
C ~CALCULATE INITIALJBASE POINT FOR NEW1 SASE LINE 
U8ASE (4l)ZUI3ASE (1) -DELP (1) 
- - 6ft-0__ ____ C-h11 NUL&_____________ ______________ 
C 










-~-I LP-I ED__ -- _ 
0700 POTHCONTI.IJE 
C PLOT THEGRID POINTS THAT CONlVERGED 
DO 71~0 M~li,12 
730 KZK+1
 
YY CK)Z=GRD (2,MN.M) 









75 0.. . . . ... . RIT-E-. G.,-6.p_ .00 5. ER 
_ _ _ _ _ 
RET UR N 
C FORNAT STkTEMENTS 
1001 FORMAT(IH ,16Xr'PI..= I,(T23,6E15.8))
100-t---ORf4AT-L4IbJ--I *: -2ERCELT-AG-OF-2O.I NT--CON VERG-ING--__ , 
* F7.30 **-**?/)
 
zl _005 EOQE,:'VT_(J.Luff,..2QOIf'SEO_.nzW LSLJJflOQuSi'ERLE-EOUttD--1 ' 
'VERTICAL AXIS, P2 HORIZONTAL AXIS? PERCENTAGE ',F7.3///) 
... W0Q05 EQ2t!ATIJN__,sX,__PW ,_LT23., GEIS_,.. )_____________
 






L AP_.26 ,FRPLT .. -............. . ..
 
C TITLE FR PLT INTERPOLATION AND PLOTTING CONTROL
 
C AUTHOR M. T. HINMAN 
C PURPOSE. TO READ FUNCTIONS FROM FASTDRUM, AND CALL INTERPOLATION 
C 
C44E.T.H0D---------FRN L.T--RE-ADSTI--F-VJtCTT ON-TO-RE--P-Lo-T-TED--FROM--I-T-SEA STDRUM
 
C FILE. IF IT -iPS NOT PREVIOUSLY BEEN INTERPOLATED, INGRID
 
-C LS2C\ALL ED.T.4 EZ.OJEimURSAP RLOTTEDA NELDT.IHdE _SkVE _F=
 
C THEY ARE TO BE USED AGAIN.
 
• _c 
C INPUT VARIABLES FROM COMMON MCL
___C______ _ARIA BL ES F_ JLIR_ OMIOI TN__________________ 
C THE FASTDRUM FILES GENERATED BY PLTCON 
C SUBROUTINE STATEAENT
 
SUBROU T INE FRpPLT FRMPLT
 
C SPECIFICATION STAoTEMENTS 
C
 
INCLUbE PARSTP PLIST FRMPLT 




PARAMETER IMAXSF = 4
 
C _ 
c IMAXSF IS THE MAXIIUM NUMBER OF SCRATCH UNITS AVAILABLE FOR
 
___C -- ---- ITEK IE OTAUTE ST AGE AT-THE PR SEN__TTJ.. .....
 








__ __ _SCE.T__IWUt3ER _0F__SC AI UT---E-LOV.ERELm LDIR ['_L.NIERP.OLA-iO_!NL 
C 



















- _ _ _ - -
CALL CAMIRAV(935) 
- ~-CALL--LS-IG--5-5)--
C 	 FRMPLI 
C 5E-T-L0 O 4 0R2RO0C:SSItGCONIEa4M--LEL-, IlALLI ERM2PLI 
C FRrAP LI 
--- 120. IFRM-TERMt1l - RMPLJT 
JFuIICO FkM PLI 
_ C__ _ __ _-	 E-RMP.LT' 
C SET FRAMltE LABELS F RfNP LI 
-F.RMP-L-1 
XLZAW!IN1 (IIFR?) FRMPL T 
--------- ~ -___________ RMPLTFRM.~~ 	 _________-
YL=OMIN( IFR V) 	 FRMPLT 
-- -________YU=OMvAXA IEFRfl-	 FRMPLT 
DO 150 I;1,8. 	 FRMPLT 




NFAOJ = I 
_____C-. ____________ _______________________ 	 ER4PULJ 
C SET LOOPo. FOR, ONE FUiNCTION AT A TIME 	 ERM PLI 
* 	 C FR NPU 
170 ~ JFUNC =JFU-1,"rl 
-FRC 	 MP L 




- 7mIF(ID-i.GT.1.OR. IDH.LT.O0) GO TO 500 
_______._R Pl
C READ RJNQT ION ARRAY FROM DRUH; FILE 	 FRMPLI 
____-	 -ERMEL-I 
:READ (IORIM) N'T r [l-SOL p IVRH, NAtlNO 
$-fO 0kT~z.,!A _____________ __ ERmPULJ 
~I200 IT2rl,20N FRMPL1 
2130a 2E AfRJDCALLL-T1.PIT2Jt-,tL-LTTp=2I) ___-__ __FWALMPI 
R E AUDCORM) 1HPI(I)I rIlNA) CP1- 2(J),Jr1HO0 	 FRiAPLJ 
C -PRINT FUNCTION ARRAY IF REQUESTED 
IF (IPRP.LTf.1) GO TO 210
 
-. 	 RITE(6,2Z) IPACpNTtNHSOLuIVRHI 











DELTA ()hPlITrC (IFPAtJFUNdC) FRMPL1 







_ _ RM2_LI 
C TRANSFER To VERTICAL CONTOUR SLICING ROUTINE IF REQUESTED FRMPL1 
c ELPI 
IF(IVS(IrRt-PJFUNqC).GTC0) GO TO 350 
___C_ PEIIALJ 




____________--____.CLLNGI O P a ~a~4I~,DFas~z~~i~~a~D~~tCw3LCMXL, ERMELJ 







CALL VSLIC(BPi-r 3P2pDPlrOP2pF,!.!P1,NIP2rIDCVr-IDSrISMINp FRMPL1
 
____ ____ S",iAXYr ISINC P ELTA) ______________ 
400 I'FUO =TOR-M 
IF(NTOF.EO.0) GO TO 410
 
IOVEL' IOVFLU-1 
-IEL(I OMEU, GT.- I MA XSF )ERtD~)0___________________________0_ 
NFUO HT/3SU(IOVFUl~) 
I F (HTO F .NE.O) GO TO 4140 
C WRITE HEADING FOR OiN-LIE PLOT 
X (IKOUNT+)=P(1 
XX CIKOUNT+.) :HPi (1) 
XX ( IKOUNT+)zHPI(14) 
xX ( I.KOUNTL+3h-H1 (N') 
XX(CIKOUNT-I4)rHPl (fNA)
 







-- - -Cr5L 1,__ 	 _ _ _ 
C WIRITE i4iESSAGE STATING THAT THERE ARE TOO MANY POINTS TO BE­
- --u------PL OTTEV.--O N '-L$JE-.. ~ -_________ 
C
 
- __--.-	 -GO-TO--50 
44t0 	 WRITE(6t2) IPACiNTNHSOLrr'/RH 








550 IF (N',FDRM(IDPJA) .N,4E- 1) GO TO 570
 





IF(IAQ0( IFRlrJFUNC)E'O.1) GO TO 580
 
____A _CL-L___WSCP-LOYJ(LKLLYJt X rLYYriIK0--NTUDI: LLSVJAS.LNCFIAR tWE-ADV i--____ 
* NG.RDDrG I~rNqXrXLpXRNlYYLYtrTTLItATLTpOTrLT)
 
580 CALL SCPLOT (LXLY r 'K XX, IKOUJNT INULEiqr NVt N.SF NCFIARr NFAOVt 
590 NFADV 2 
S~-IFRCWLrQE-NE-,0 ____OXL btO_____________________ 
REW1I 1D NFUI 














IF (ITAO(IFRM rjFUNC) .E04.1) GO TO 630 






DD-SF-(tI DD-r-NX-XLr-XR--N-Y--Y.L rYIIJ-TTL-TtA T.TOTLEL 
650 	 CONTINUE 
IF(NFDRMl(IDRiUO.ME.1) GO TO 700 
NFORMIORM) = -IOVFU 





*TTING. ' ) 
___________ENID 
SOLUTI-o, 13,iS1H AND VAR1ABLEI3//) 
-TQRA4(~1-I-i-X-tp-LT!:ER E-A RE-TOO-ViA NY-2flI NIIS-FW RFlJONLINEA2PL1L 
